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ABSTRACT 

The stress-strain behavior and failure of composite materials are strain rate sensitive, and 

influenced by the dimensions of the structure.  To elucidate the combined effects of scaling and 

strain rate on the strength of unnotched continuous fiber reinforced composites, an experimental 

investigation has been conducted on Newport NB321/7781 fiberglass/epoxy and Toray 

T800/3900-2B unitape/epoxy materials. The experimental results have been characterized in 

terms of failure strength, failure modes and the Weibull modulus m.  A 2D-scaling approach has 

been followed and composite coupons were fabricated with [0]4 and [±45]s stacking sequences.  

The experimentation has been conducted at strain rates ranging from quasi-static (0. 0002 s
-1

) to 

high strain rate (50 s
-1

), to study the mechanical responses and associated failure modes.  

Subsequently, the Weibull statistical model was utilized to characterize the scaling behavior at 

different strain rates.  

The average failure stress of [0]4 carbon, [0]4 fiberglass and [±45]s fiberglass  specimens 

were observed to decrease with increasing specimen size at each strain rate.  However, at high 

strain rate, the percentage of strength reduction was observed to be lower in comparison to the 

quasi-static strain rate. Owing to the free edge effects, the scaling effect was maximum for [+45/-

45]s carbon unitape specimens.  But unlike the other stacking sequences, the percentage of 

strength reduction at higher strain rates was higher compared to quasi-static strain rate, indicating 

increased scaling effects with strain rate.   Weibull modulus m for the specimens tended to 

increase with increasing strain rate indicating diminishing scaling effects, while [+45/-45]s 

carbon specimens exhibited opposite trend.  Failure at multiple locations was observed in larger 

coupons at high strain rate, which results in size and strain rate dependent fracture behavior. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

High-performance advanced materials become more preferable than traditional metals, 

when option comes about material selection for structural design.  The unique advantages of 

composites over traditional materials, such as high specific strength (strength to density ratio), 

high specific modulus (modulus to density ratio), long fatigue lives, good energy absorption 

characteristics, etc. ,  make them one of the popular choices to the  aviation industry, for both 

primary and secondary structural applications [1].  In the past couple of decades, the usage of 

composite materials in aerospace industry has increased significantly, as it translates the 

aforementioned advantages into lower fuel cost, greater operating range, and higher payload 

capacity [2].  

Composite materials are ideal choice for weight sensitive structures, such as aircraft and 

spacecraft structural applications, where high specific strength and high specific stiffness are 

required.  Historically, aluminum alloys have been used for both primary and secondary 

structures in aviation industry.  The outcome of advanced composites development in the 1960s 

enhanced the use of continuous graphite/carbon fiber reinforced composites in secondary 

structures only, because of their impending weight saving feature and cost of manufacturing [3].  

Over the past few decades, extensive materials’ research has resulted in the development of a 

variety of advanced composite materials, which offers competitive mechanical properties 

compared to common aluminum and steel materials.  As a matter of fact, advanced composites 

are used nowadays, in heavily loaded primary structures, such as wing, fuselage and empennage 

components for both commercial and military aircraft [2-3].  
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The high level of confidence for the application of composite materials in primary 

structures of commercial aircraft, compared to conventional metals, has not yet vigorously 

established;  because, the elastic properties of composite materials are different compared to 

metals and their failure mechanisms are also different under various loading conditions.  

Although, the application of composites in airframe construction has progressively increased, 

extensive testing is still required to verify the capability of a structure to withstand designed load 

[1-3].  But, during design evaluation phase, it is expensive and time consuming to fabricate and 

test full-scale composite components.  Since, most of the designed composite structures are 

based on the material properties derived from relatively small laboratory specimens, it is 

imperative to identify and understand any discrepancies encountered while scaling from model to 

prototype (i. e.  any size effects) [4-5].   

The properties of a composite material are typically measured by testing specimens of a 

certain size.  At this certain size (i. e., volume), it is assumed that every sub-volume of the 

material will behave in the same way, although there may actually exist some variations or 

defects from point to point [4].  Usually failure initiates from defects or other weak points in the 

material, consequently affecting the strength of the material.  So the probability of having defects 

or variations in larger specimens is higher.  According to Wisnom [4], “when the strength of the 

material changes with increasing specimen size under the same test conditions, it is said to 

exhibit a size effect”.  

In addition, composite components of an aircraft are subjected to multitude of loading 

conditions when they are in service.  Among these loads, several may be critical for some parts 

of the aircraft.  Furthermore, the response of composite structures is highly influenced by the 

strain rates associated with various loading conditions, such as aerodynamic loads, sudden 
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maneuvers, gusts, landing shocks, impact load during landing, survivable crash incidents, etc [6].  

Even in worst case, premature failure due to high strain rate may lead to catastrophic failure of 

the structure [6].  Primary composite structures must be able to withstand the damage results 

from these various loading and continue safe service for a certain period of time.   

The response of composite structures at variable strain rates (quasi-static to high rate) has 

not yet been well understood and more extensive research is still in progress for better 

understanding of the same [7].  Mechanical properties (stress-strain behavior and failure) of 

composites are strain rate sensitive and these properties are determined from tests conducted at 

different strain rates [8].  Therefore, investigation is required to observe how the mechanical 

properties of a designed composite structure changes with different strain rates and to prevent 

unexpected failure at higher loading rates.  In general, previously published experimental results 

indicate increase in modulus and strength with increasing strain rate [7-8].   

The coupled effects of both strain rate and scaling will be crucial in utilizing the high 

strain rate data. Most high strain rate data are generated using small coupons (smaller than 

typical ASTM standards) due to restrictions imposed by test methods and apparatuses, in 

addition to the problems associated with stress wave propagation.  In a practical sense, since tests 

are normally performed on smaller coupons, especially at higher strain rates, and if there is a 

decrease in strength with increasing specimen size, then the behavior of full-scale structures 

could be very different than that predicted using small coupon data.  So an understanding of size 

effects is important and should be considered for correct interpretation of results of any scaled 

model [4], more so at elevated strain rates.  

In the current study, the combined effect of scaling and strain rate has been investigated 

experimentally for Newport NB321/7781 fiberglass/epoxy and Toray T800/3900-2B 
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carbon/epoxy Unitape materials.  A 2D scaled specimen [9, 10] was used to conduct tensile tests 

at different stroke rates, where the stroke rates were varied with specimen gage length to achieve 

a desired strain rates.  The plots depicting strength as a function of specimen volume were 

generated to examine the size effect associated with different strain rate.  

1.1  Literature Review 

Extensive research work on developing advanced composite materials began since 

mid’60s and this advancement progressively increased the use of composites, from non-critical 

areas to the more critical areas of airframe structure [3].  Thus, size effect associated with 

different strain rate has become important in vehicle design during design phase.  The combined 

effect of scaling and strain rate on the composite structures should be well understood and should 

be considered for improved airframe construction to avoid unexpected catastrophic failure.  

Several experimental and analytical works have been carried out to investigate the individual 

effect of scaling and strain rate on composite materials [4].  However, very few publications [11] 

address the combined effect of scaling and strain rate on the tensile strength of laminated 

composites.  

1.1.1 Size Effect 

The question of the existence of size effects in composite material and structures are a 

universal concern since 1960s [4, 9, 12].   Fundamentally, non-uniformities and defects or flaws 

are randomly distributed in any volume elements of global volume of the material.  If uniformly 

stressed large-volume element is considered, the strength and failure initiation of the material is 

determined by its weakest part and depends on the size of the largest flaw [4].   Therefore, larger 

volume elements have higher probability of containing larger flaws and will have a lower 
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average strength than smaller elements, in other words, will give rise to size effect [4, 13]. The 

existence of this type of size effect in composites has been widely observed and discussed in 

open literature for both tensile and compressive loading, which is still inconclusive [12].  

Sutherland, et. al.  [5] conducted an extensive review of the scaling effects involved in 

the prediction of the strength of fiber-reinforced composite materials and structures.  Their 

review covers the basic principles of scaling laws, and various theories such as weak link, 

extended weak link and fracture mechanics approaches, which were used to categorize size 

effects.  The tensile strength and failure of unidirectional fibrous composites, subjected to tensile 

load in the fiber direction can be accurately described by weak-link theory proposed by Rosen 

[14] and Zweben [15].  According to their theory fibers embedded in matrix, were considered as 

having statistical distribution of flaws or defects (see figure 1) that results in individual fiber 

fracture at various stress levels.  In their model, the composite was considered to be composed of 

a series of layers of dimension δ perpendicular to the fibers as shown in figure.  1.  

 

Figure 1: Tensile failure model for fiber reinforced composite [14].  
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Rosen [14] assumed that fiber supports normal stress only and matrix supports shear 

stresses only, when a tensile load is applied parallel to the fiber direction.  As the applied load 

increases, failure occurs at the point of imperfection and tends to transmit the axial load to the 

adjacent unbroken fiber by shear through matrix.  Composite failure occurs, when accumulation 

of fiber fracture increases at the weakest cross section and it become unfeasible to resist the 

applied load.  Based on the same geometric model, Zweben [15] observed that the load 

concentration factor caused by fiber breaks has significant effect on the strength of fibrous 

composites.  

Using Weibull’s statistical strength theory [16], Bullock [17] performed comparative 

study on the strength of single strand tows, 6-ply tensile coupons and 15-ply flexural three point 

bending specimens, made of two graphite/epoxy systems.  The study indicated that at different 

stress distributions, Weibull theory correctly predicts the differences in strength observed 

between the tensile and flexural coupons.  Bullock [17] also suggested that sufficient tests should 

be conducted on other composite systems to verify the accuracy of this theory.  

There is a considerable amount of experimental data available to investigate the 

applicability of weak-link theory, so that results could be extrapolated to predict the strength of 

larger volumes.  However, not all the literature concerning weak-link theory as applied to 

unidirectional fibrous composites provides conclusive evidence [4-5, 12].  The possible reason 

could be, that the theory does not consider ineffective length and stress concentration factor, and 

it also neglects all source of variations, other than those due to fiber flaws.  Using Hedgepeth and 

Van Dyke’s [18] stress concentration factors, Batdorf and Ghaffarian [19] reanalyzed the 

experimental data of Bullock [17] and they found good agreement between theory and Bullock’s 

[17] test data when the ineffective length parameter was unrealistically large.  The possible 
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explanation for this good agreement could be that in Hedgepeth and Van Dyke’s [18] model, 

stress concentration factors were estimated for composites with a geometrically perfect fiber 

array; even though, fiber spacing in real composites is quite irregular.   

Wisnom [4] presented a comprehensive review of scaling effects in the testing of 

unidirectional carbon and glass/epoxy based materials.  In this paper, he also addressed and 

discussed various source of factors that influence size effects, such as statistical consideration of 

defects, material microstructure, free edge effects, stress gradient, specimen fabrication and test 

conditions.  Reviewing the available experimental data, Wisnom [4] concluded that the observed 

trend of decrease in strength with specimen volume was independent of both fiber- and matrix-

dominated failure modes.  

A series of tensile and flexural beam column tests have been conducted by Kellas and 

Morton [20] and Jackson et al.  [21] on [±30n/902n]s, [±45n/0n/90n]s, [90n/0n/90n/0n]s and 

[±45n/±45n]s laminates based on graphite /epoxy material, to investigate the scaling effect.  They 

scaled the thickness at ply-level (i.e., n=1…4) and changed the specimen width and length 

proportionately.  Based on their experimental results, the authors observed that the laminate 

modulus was independent of specimen size.  They also observed that the tensile strength 

decreased with specimen size and was dependent on the percentage of 0
0
 plies in a given 

stacking sequence.     

Johnson, et. al.  [22] conducted a series of tensile tests on 1D(thickness), 2D(planar) and 

3D scaled [±30/90]ns, [±45/0/90]ns and [90/0/90/0]ns laminates based on AS4/3502 

graphite/epoxy to determine the effect of specimen size on the mechanical response of 

composites.  In this investigation, they scaled the thickness at sub-laminate level (i. e., n=1, 2. . .) 
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rather than at the ply level (see figure 2).  Based on their experimental results, the authors 

indicated that the scaling effects were dependent on the percentage of load carrying plies, and on 

the presence of delamination in fiber- and matrix-dominated layups.  Comparing their results 

with some earlier studies [20-21], the authors concluded that the sub-laminate scaling produces 

an increase in strength with increasing specimen size, which is opposite to that observed with ply 

level scaling.  The ply-level and sub-laminate level scaling approach is shown in Fig.  2.  

 

Figure 2: Ply-level and sub-laminate level scaling [22].  

Carrillo and Cantwell [10] investigated the scaling effect on the tensile behavior of ply-

level scaled fiber-metal laminates (FML) through a series of quasi-static mechanical tests.  They 

have followed the same scaling techniques (ply-level scaling) to scale the specimen dimension 

[20-21], which is shown in Fig.  3.  A decrease in strength was observed in larger specimens for 

1D and 3D scaling, whereas an increase in tensile strength was observed in 2D (planar) scaling.  

Due to the presence of strong ply groups in 1D and 3D scaled FML’s, the edge delaminations 

and debondings were more severe, contributing to the reduction in strength.  Thus, ply level 

Baseline size (model) 

Ply –level (blocked plies) Sub-laminate level (distributed plies) 
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scaling will in general produce a reduction in strength [10, 20-21] while the sub-laminate scaling 

increases the same [22].   

 

   Figure 3: 1-D, 2-D and 3-D scaling [22].  

Morton [23] discussed the application of geometrically similar scaling laws to study the 

impact response of AS4/3502 carbon/epoxy based composite beams.  The laminated composite 

beams were fabricated for a range of angle-ply stacking sequence.  In his experiments, the beams 

were supported on rollers, and load was applied at the center of the beam by a free falling mass.  

The experimental results indicate that smaller scale specimens were stronger than larger one and 

rate effects were negligible in all lay-ups, although rate effect was significant in matrix 

dominated lay-up.  

Tarfaoui, et. al.  [24] investigated the scaling effects and damage of glass/epoxy based 

tubular structures under dynamic loading.  The tube shaped specimens used in this study were 

made by helical wet filament winding and the E-glass yarns were oriented around the steel 

mandrel at ±55
0 

with respect to the mandrel axis.  From the test results they observed that under 

dynamic loads, larger specimens damaged more significantly compared to smaller scale 

specimens.  To investigate the scaling effects under flexure, Jackson [25] conducted flexural test 
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1`-D 
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on carbon/epoxy based composite beams.   The beams were subjected to an eccentric axial 

compressive load, so that the beams can bend large enough and fail away from the supported 

ends.  Results of this investigation showed that small-scale beams failed at higher normalized 

load and the end displacement values were also higher compared to full scale beams.  She also 

showed that Weibull strength theory [16] gives good agreement with experimental data to predict 

the observed size effect in strength.  However, Wisnom [26] conducted three point bending test 

on unidirectional carbon/epoxy based composite beams to investigate the relationship between 

strength variability and size effect.  Applying Weibull strength theory [16], he found 

discrepancies between predicted and measured behavior.  Based on the experimental data, he 

proposed an equation which relates the strength to both length and volume, and found good 

agreement between predicted and measured behavior.    

There are many works in open-literatures addressing scaling effects and models.  In order 

to implement scaling theory and to compare others investigation with our study, the above 

literature regarding size effects has been discussed and highlighted.  Figure 4 compares the 

volumes used by different researchers, to study the scaling effect of laminated composites.  
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Figure 4: Volumes Used for scaling effect characterization by different researchers.  

1.1.2  Strain Rate Effect 

The mechanical properties of composite materials are strain rate sensitive at which they 

are loaded and deformed [7]. The increased use of composite materials in the field of high- tech 

engineering application and primary load bearing structures, enhance the investigation of strain 

rate dependent behavior of composite materials.  Jacob, et.  al.  [7] has given a detail review of 

strain rate effects on the tensile, compressive and flexural properties of fiber-reinforced polymer 

composite materials.  Most of the experimental results indicate that the failure strength and 

modulus increases with increasing strain rate.  However, he concluded that ambiguity exists 

amongst the observations and results reported by previous researchers and suggested for more 

experimentation to eliminate the disagreement.  
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Most of the matrix or resin materials, such as epoxy are strain rate sensitive.  Gilat, et.  al.  

[8] investigated the effect of strain rate on E-862 and PR-520 epoxy resins.  In his study, the 

resins were subjected to tensile and shear loading at a constant strain rate ranging from 0. 00005 

s
-1

 to 700 s
-1

.   For both loading condition significant strain rate effect was observed on the 

response of epoxy resins.  In shear loading, both resin materials showed ductile behavior and 

maximum shear stress increases with increasing strain rate.  In contrast, both resin materials 

showed brittle behavior in tension and maximum stress remained same for intermediate and 

higher strain rates; although maximum stress was lower in low rate tests.  

Strain rate effects on the properties of laminated composites are also influenced by the 

laminate configuration and the type of fiber present in the laminate.  Staab and Gilat [27] 

conducted high strain rate tension test on [±15]s, [±30]s, [±45]s, [±60]s and [±75]s laminates based 

on 1002 glass/epoxy to investigate the effect of strain rate on the properties of angle ply 

laminates.  The experimental results showed that the values of stress and strain at failure in the 

high rate test were larger compared to the static test, and this difference tended to increase with 

smaller fiber orientation.  They concluded that at smaller fiber orientation the fibers can carry 

more overall load compared to the larger ply orientation, which implies that the fibers are 

relatively more rate sensitive than the matrix and provide more contribution to the lamina axial 

strength.   

 Gilat, et.  al.  [28] experimentally studied the strain rate dependent behavior of 977-2 

resin and IM7/977-2 carbon/epoxy based angle ply laminates.  The resin specimens and the 

laminates with layups of 90, 10, 45 and [±45]s, were subjected to tensile loading at nominal  

strain rates of  0. 00005 s
-1

, 1 s
-1

 and 400 s
-1

. The results showed that the failure stress and strain 

increases with increasing strain rate for all tested configurations, and this increasing trend was 
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significant in [±45]s specimens.  Comparing their results with some earlier studies [29-30], the 

authors concluded that the carbon fibers are not strain rate sensitive and the rate sensitivity 

response of carbon/epoxy based composites is governed by the resin behavior, which need to be 

studied further at different loading condition and strain rates.   

Nader, et. al.  [11] experimentally studied rate sensitivity and size effect of z-reinforced 

p-aramid fabric.  The static and dynamic mechanical testing was conducted using quasi-static 

and high strain rate servo-hydraulic machines.  An increase in ultimate strength was observed 

with increasing strain rate and decrease in ultimate strength was observed with increasing 

specimen length.  The strength reduction behavior was, due to the z-reinforcement along the 

longitudinal direction, which results in increased amount of scattering flaws and broken fibers 

along the length of the material.  In their investigation, they have used Weibull strength theory 

[16] to quantify the size effect on the ultimate strength and found good correlation with 

experimental test results.   

Although efforts were focused on researching scaling effects, a limited number of tension 

tests were conducted to study the combined effect of scaling and rate sensitivity on the tensile 

strength of laminated composites.   Most of the previous work addressing scaling issues has been 

conducted under quasi-static loading conditions.  Due to the limitations on the test equipments 

and methods, small specimen sizes are typically employed for high strain rate characterization of 

composite materials.  While the trends and mechanisms associated with scaling is reasonably 

well investigated at quasi-static speeds, not much information about the same exists at higher test 

rates.   
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1. 2   Research Objectives 

The advanced engineering structures made of composite materials with unknown 

properties are typically designed by using the strength and stiffness values, which are obtained 

from smaller coupons, tested under laboratory conditions. In particular, the mechanical 

characterization at elevated strain rate levels has been typically conducted using sub-scale 

coupon sizes (smaller than those used for quasi-static characterization per the ASTM standards). 

The small coupon sizes are required to maximize the strain rates achieved during the tests and to 

minimize the problems associated with wave propagation.  In general, strength of a material is a 

function of specimen size or volume, because failure tends to initiate from defects or flaws in the 

material.  The effect of specimen size on the strength of continuous fiber reinforced composites 

has been widely investigated at quasi-static speed to determine whether the results of scaled 

model can be extrapolated to characterize the behavior of large structures.  Although composite 

materials are rate sensitive, very few efforts were focused to investigate the combined effect of 

scaling and strain rate on the tensile strength of laminated composites.   

In the current study, the combined effect of size and strain rate has been investigated 

experimentally for Newport NB321/7781 satin weave (8 harness) fiberglass/epoxy and Toray 

T800/3900-2B carbon/epoxy Unitape material.  The 2D scaled rectangular specimens [9-10] 

were used to conduct tensile tests at variable stroke rates ranging from 7. 66×10
-4

 in/s to 500 in/s, 

where stroke rates were varied with specimen gage length to achieve desired strain rates.  Figure 

5 compares scaling factors used in the present study with those reported by past researchers. The 

2D scaled rectangular geometry was preferred due to limitations of the test setup and ease of 

fabrication.  Moreover, reduced gage length was maintained to maximize the strain rate.  

Experimental test results has been characterized in terms of failure strength, Weibull modulus 
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and failure mode.  The Weibull strength theory was utilized to estimate the Weibull moduli [16], 

which eventually quantify the magnitude of scaling effect at different strain rates.   

 

Figure 5:  Scaling factor of volume used by different researchers.  

The key objectives of this investigation were: 

1) To determine the failure strength of the 2D scaled specimens at different 

strain rates.  

2) To quantify the scaling effects at different strain rates in terms of 

Weibull modulus m, computed using experimental test results.  

3) To observe the failure mode of 2-D scaled rectangular specimen tested at 

different strain rates.  

4) To qualitatively explain the effects of rate sensitivity on scaling behavior 

using Van-Dyke[13] and Batdorf models [13] 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTATION 

In this chapter, the details of material systems and fabrication process of 2D scaled 

specimens are explained.  The details of specimen geometries, test procedure, data collection and 

reduction processes are also discussed in this section.  

2. 1   Material Systems 

Based on literature survey and ongoing research, the material systems chosen for this 

investigation are Newport NB321/7781 stain weave (8 harness) fiberglass/epoxy fabric and 

Toray T800/3900-2B carbon/epoxy unitape.  The Newport NB321/7781 material consists of 

stain weave (8-harness) 7781 E-glass fabrics, which are pre-impregnated with NB 321 resin.  

The configuration of 8-harness satin weave consists of one warp yarn passing over seven and 

under one fill yarn (see figure 4).  The satin weave woven fabrics generally have high tensile and 

flexural strength and are widely used in high damage tolerance application.  Because of their 

excellent drapability over complex mold shapes, they are preferable for contour layup.   

The Toray T800/3900-2B material consists of T800 unidirectional carbon fibers 

impregnated in epoxy resin, where the resin holds the longitudinal continuous fibers together to 

form continuous sheet.  Therefore, the transverse properties of unidirectional composites are 

dictated by matrix material, which are very weak compared to the longitudinal properties.  Thus, 

designing structures under bi-axial loading condition, the fibers must be oriented in specific 

direction to withstand the loads.  The unitape materials are flexible in design and are used to 
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achieve maximum structural properties along a desired direction.  The schematic patterns of 8-

harness stain weave woven fabric and unitape materials are shown in figure 6.  

    

Figure 6: Unidirectional and 8-harness satin weave pattern [31].  

2. 2   Lay-up Process 

The laminates measuring 20"×20" were fabricated by using four plies of prepreg 

material.  Using a 20"×20" template, 0
0
 and 45

0
 plies were cut relative to a reference line (long 

edge of prepreg roll) from the rolls of material prepregs and laid up according to the stacking 

sequence listed in table 1.  The thicknesses of the laminates were restricted to ensure that the 

failure loads of the specimens would be within the testing machine capabilities.  The lay-up 

configuration of each material is shown in table 1.   

 

 

 

 

8-harness satin weave Unidirectional fiber composite 
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Table 1: Stacking sequence of the laminates 

Manufacturer Material Stacking sequence* Number of Panels 

Newport 
NB321/7781 

fiberglass/epoxy 

[0]4 5 

[±45]s 5 

Toray 
Toray T800S/3900-2B 

unitape/epoxy 

[0]4 5 

[+45/-45]s 5 

* [±45]S will be used for fabric reinforcements since both +45 and -45 fibers (tows) are 

contained in a single ply 

 

The panels for all specimens were fabricated using the standard hand lay-up process.  The 

laminates according to the stacking sequence were hand laid on to a base plate.  Before lay-up, 

the base plate was cleaned with acetone and alcohol solvent, and then covered with a release 

film.  After lay-up, the laminate stacks were again covered by a release film to prevent the resin 

flow from clogging the breather.  Aluminum caul sheets were placed on the top of each stack to 

ensure uniform applied pressure and smooth surface.  A layer of breather film was placed on the 

top of the caul sheets.  The purpose of breather film was to ensure uniform vacuum pressure over 

the laminates and to remove the entrapped air or volatiles during cure.   Later on, the whole 

system was vacuum bagged with valves and hoses arrangement and was sealed by using bag 

sealant tape.  The schematic of the complete vacuum bag assembly sequence is shown in figure 

7.  Vacuum pressure of 25 psi was applied to the enclosed system within the vacuum bag to 

check for any leak.  After checking for leaks, the whole bagging arrangement was ready to be 

cured in an autoclave.  The cure cycle of the materials as suggested by the vendors is listed in 

table 2.  
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Figure 7: Vacuum bag assembly.  

Table 2: Curing cycle of the materials 

Manufacturer Material 

Heat-up 

Rate 

[°F/min] 

Dwell 

Temp  

[°F] 

Dwell 

Time 

[min] 

Cool-

down 

Rate 

[F/min] 

Pressure 

[psi] 

Toray 
T800/3900-2B-

Unitape 
1 to 5 355±10 130±10 -5 80-100 

Newport 

NB321/7781 

Fiberglass 

SWGF 

1 to 5 275 90 -5 50 

  

2. 3   Specimen Fabrication 

The 2D scaled specimens of Newport NB321/7781fiberglass and Toray T800/3900-2B 

Unitape laminates were fabricated according to the guidelines presented in ASTM D3039 [32] 

and [33]. Upon completion of the curing process, the sub-panels for different gage length 

specimens were cut according to the dimensions from each 20″×20″ panel, which is shown in 

figure 8.   
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Figure 8: Geometry of the sub-panels for carbon and fiberglass specimens.  

As per the guidelines, fiberglass tabs were required to be bonded at the ends of the test 

specimens to reinforce the gripping region, where the tensile load is to be applied.  To attach the 

tabs on opposite sides of the sub-panels, the gage section of the sub-panels were covered by a 

layer of flash tape and the uncovered sections were sanded by using 220-grit silicon carbide 

paper.  After sanding, the sub-panels were thoroughly washed in water and air-dried.  Later on, 

the final cleaning process was followed by wiping the tabbing areas of the sub-panels with a lint-

free wiper wetted with acetone followed by air drying.    

The material for the fiberglass end tabs was NB321/7781 satin weave (8 harness) 

fiberglass/epoxy fabric.  Following the standard hand lay-up process, 20″×20″ fiberglass panels 

with [0/90] configuration were cured in an autoclave.  The thicknesses of the end tabs were 

restricted to two plies to reduce stress concentration at the gripped region due to Poisson effects’, 

and to transfer the applied load uniformly from the end tabs to the gage sections.  After curing, 

the tabs were cut from each 20″×20″ fiberglass panels at 45° angles.  The bonding surface of the 

Ref. 

Y 

X
 

(Fiberglass Panel) (Carbon Panel) 
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tabs was prepared by following the same sanding and cleaning process for sub-panels.  The 

fiberglass tabs were bonded to the sub-panels by using AF-136 film adhesive and were cured in 

an oven at 200° F for 2 hours.  To avoid slipping of the test specimens in the grips during high 

rate test, aluminum tabs (0.076 in) were used for high rate [0]4 carbon unitape specimens.  Hysol 

EA 9394 adhesive was employed to attach the tabs with high rate carbon specimens.  The paste 

adhesive was prepared by mixing part A and part B at weight ratio 100:17.  After bonding the, 

the panels were cured at room temperature to eliminate residual stresses arising due to mismatch 

in thermal expansion coefficients of the laminate and aluminum.  The cured fiberglass and 

unitape laminates were then cut into rectangular specimens.  The schematic of the specimen 

geometry is illustrated in Figure 9, and the combination of width and gage lengths used for this 

study are summarized in table 3.  

 

* The values of L and w for both materials are listed in table 3.  

Figure 9:  Tensile Specimen geometry for scaling studies.  
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Table 3: Dimension of the scaled coupons for scaling studies on tensile properties.  

Material 
Stacking 

sequence* 
L (in) W (in) 

Avg.  

Thickness 

(in) 

Volume 

(in
3
) 

Scale  

Factor 

(λ=V/V0) 

NB321/7781 

fiberglass/epoxy 

 
2 0.5 

 

0.0425 

 

0.0425 1 

[0]4 4 1 0.17 4 

[±45]S 8 1 0.34 8 

  10 1 0.425 10 

Toray 

T800S/3900-2B 

unitape/epoxy 

[0]4 

2 0.5 

0.0315 

0.0315 1 

4 0.5 0.063 2 

8 0.5 0.126 4 

10 0.5 0.1575 5 

[+45/-45]S 

2 0.5 

0.0315 

0.0315 1 

4 0.5 0.063 2 

8 0.5 0.126 4 

10 1 0.315 10 

* [±45]S will be used for fabric reinforcements since both +45 and -45 fibers (tows) are 

contained in a single ply 

2. 4   Specimen Instrumentation 

In this study, two types of Vishay [34] strain gages were used to measure the strain and 

strain rate, ranging from quasi-static to high rate test speed.  For the [0]4 fiberglass and [0]4 

unitape laminates, CEA-06-250UW-120 strain gage was mounted at the center of the specimen 

gage section.  For the [±45]s fiberglass and [+45/-45]s unitape specimens, bi-axial type strain 

gage (CEA-00-125UT-120/P2) was used to capture shear strain.  The specification of the Vishay 

Micro-Measurements strain gage is shown in figure 10 and the location of the strain gage, 

mounted on the specimen is shown in figure 11.  
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CEA-06-250UW-120 

 

  

                 

        

                        

    

           

 

Figure 10: Vishay strain gage specification [36].  

 

Figure 11: Strain gage location for tensile coupons.  

Vishay Micro-measurements model 2210 signal conditioning amplifier system was 

utilized to condition and amplify the output strain signals.  To amplify the strain signals the gain 

[35] for signal conditioner was computed by using equation (1).  The parameters used to 

calculate the gain for the two strain gages are listed in table 4.  
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Table 4: Parameters for gain calculation [37] 

Parameters for gain calculation 

Values for strain gages 

CEA-06-250UW-120  
CEA-00-125UT-120/P2 

Grid 1 Grid 2 

Excitation voltage (Vext) 1 1 1 

Maximum strain (µε) 50,000 50,000 50,000 

Gage factor (K) 2.095 2.03 2.05 

Amplifier output voltage (V0) 10 10 10 

 

2. 5   Test Procedure  

 All the quasi-static tensile tests were performed on 5kips and 22kips capacity MTS 

electro-mechanical testing machines equipped with mechanical wedge grips.  The dynamic tests 

were performed on a servo-hydraulic MTS high rate testing machine with wedge grip 

arrangement.  The tensile tests were conducted under stroke control, even though a strain 

controlled test would have been desirable.  Under ideal conditions, the strain rate is defined as 

the ratio of stroke rate to the specimen gage length.  Based on the ideal parameters, the tensile 

tests for four different gage lengths (see table 3) were conducted at quasi-static speed.   

However, due to existence of machine compliance, the measured strain rate, based on 

strain recorded by the strain gage, was lower than the ideal strain rate.  For this purpose, some 

trial tests were conducted to measure the machine compliance and specimen stiffness associated 

with different gage lengths.  To achieve a particular strain rate, the required stroke rate was 

estimated by using the measured stiffness of the specimen and machine compliance as well as by 

employing equation (2).   

 

  ̅  [  
  

 
]   ̅                                                                         
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In the above equation,  ̅ is the stroke rate [in/s], L is the specimen gage length [in], E is 

the modulus of elasticity [Msi], A is the cross section area [in
2
], K is the machine stiffness [lb/in] 

and   ̅ is the strain rate [s
-1

].  As more masses of elements were involved in the load train (i. e.  

slack, adapter, grips, etc. ) of high speed test (see figure 12), the machine stiffness was assumed 

infinite.  Thus, for the entire high speed tests, the stroke rate settings were calculated by 

multiplying the desired strain rate by the gage length of the specimen.  

In this investigation, the tensile test at crosshead speed of 8. 16×10
-4 

in/s to 2.96×10
-2 

in/s 

were conducted on the 5 kip capacity MTS electromechanical load frame, whereas for the [0]4 

Unitape laminates, 22 kip capacity MTS electromechanical load frame was employed to conduct 

test at crosshead speed, ranging from 2.66×10
-3

 in/s to 5.21×10
-2

 in/s.  The high rate servo-

hydraulic MTS high rate test system was utilized to perform tests at actuator speeds ranging from 

1 in/s to 500 in/s.  All the required speeds associated with each strain rate and gage length are 

listed in table 5.  
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Table 5: Stroke rates used for all tensile tests 

Material 
Stacking 

Sequence 

Nominal 

Strain Rate 

(ε/s) 

Stroke Rate (in/s) 

Gage 

Length=2 

(in)  

Gage 

Length=4 

(in) 

Gage 

Length=8 

(in) 

Gage 

Length=10 

(in) 

NB321/7781 

fiberglass/epoxy 

[0]4 

2.08×10
-4

 1.18×10
-3

 1.73×10
-3

 2.6×10
-3

 2.96×10
-3

 

2.08×10
-3

 1.18×10
-2

 1.73×10
-2

 2.6×10
-2

 2.96×10
-2

 

0.5 1 2 4 5 

5 10 20 40 50 

50 100 200 400 500 

[±45]S 

2.08×10
-4

 8.16×10
-4

 1.33×10
-3

 2.16×10
-3

 2.58×10
-3

 

2.08×10
-3

 8.16×10
-3

 1.33×10
-2

 2.16×10
-2

 2.58×10
-2

 

0.5 1 2 4 5 

5 10 20 40 50 

50 100 200 400 500 

Toray 

T800S/3900-2B 

unitape/epoxy 

[0]4 

2.08×10
-4

 2.66×10
-3

 3.16×10
-3

 4×10
-3

 5.21×10
-3

 

2.08×10
-3

 2.66×10
-2

 3.16×10
-2

 4×10
-2

 5.21×10
-2

 

0.5 1 2 4 5 

5 10 20 40 50 

50 100 200 400 500 

[+45/-

45]S 

2.08×10
-4

 7.66×10
-4

 1.05×10
-3

 1.9×10
-3

 2.4×10
-3

 

2.08×10
-3

 7.66×10
-3

 1.05×10
-2

 1.9×10
-2

 2.4×10
-2

 

0.5 1 2 4 5 

5 10 20 40 50 

50 100 200 400 500 

 

2.5.1   Quasi-Static Testing 

The quasi-static tensile tests were conducted under displacement control mode on 5 kip 

and 22 kip capacity MTS electro-mechanical machine. Strain gage based MTS load cell of 5 kip 

and 22.5 kip capacity was utilized to record the applied load at quasi-static speed range. The 

specimens were mounted in the mechanical grips, by placing one end of the specimen between 

the jaws of the lower grip. After checking alignment and centering, the jaw attached with upper 

crosshead was lowered towards the upper end tab of the specimen.  The load, displacement and 
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strain gage reading was monitored by using TestWorks4 software.  Before applying grip 

pressure, the load and stroke readings were set to zero.  The strain gages were also balanced and 

calibrated prior loading and the strain gage signal conditioner filter was set to 1 kHz.  The whole 

test arrangement with tensile coupon prior loading is shown in figure 12.   

 

 

Figure 12: Schematic of quasi-static tension test setup 

Different data acquisition rates were used at different stroke rate settings to record the test 

data.  Before starting the test, testing parameters such as the crosshead speed and data acquisition 

rates were set according to the values listed in table 6.   
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Table 6: Data acquisition rate for each test speed 

Crosshead speed 

(in/s) 
Data acquisition rate  

No of data 

points 

8.16×10
-4 

~ 5.21×10
-3

 10 Hz ~2,000 

8.16×10
-3 

~ 5.21×10
-2

 100 Hz ~2,000 

1  15 kHz 100,000 

2  30 kHz 200,000 

4  60 kHz 400,000 

5  75 kHz 500,000 

10 100 kHz 100,000 

20 200 kHz 200,000 

40 400 kHz 400,000 

50 500 kHz 500,000 

100      1 MHz 1,000,000 

200      2 MHz 2,000,000 

400      4 MHz 4,000,000 

500      5 MHz 5,000,000 

 

2. 5. 2 High Speed Testing 

The high-speed tensile tests were also conducted under displacement control mode on a 

servo-hydraulic MTS high rate testing machine.  A piezoelectric (PCB 206M33) force sensor of 

10 kip capacity was utilized to measure the tensile forces in the specimens for high rate tests, 

ranging from 1 in/s to 500 in /s.   A slack device as illustrated in Figure 13 was utilized to engage 

the specimens after the actuator reached the desired speed.   The slack device consisted of a slack 

tube and a slack rod which slides through the bearing as shown in figure 12.  The slack rod was a 

socket head fastener with the threaded end engaging the grips and the fastener head providing the 

load transfer when it comes in contact with the slack arrest block.   A thin rubber pad was used to 

soften the impact between the fastener head and the arrest block.  
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Figure 13: Test arrangement for dynamic tests illustrating the slack mechanism [39].  

The specimens were mounted in the wedge grips, by placing one end of the specimen 

between the jaws of the lower grip, which was fastened to the slack rod.  The load cell along 

with upper grip was fastened to the fixed crosshead and the slack device was moved up to the 

position to grip the other end of the specimen.  After gripping, the position of the slack rod in the 

slack tube was varied for different stroke rates to facilitate acceleration up to desired stroke rate.  

The load, displacement and strain data were recorded at appropriate data acquisition rates (see 

table 6).  In all high rate tests, the load, displacement and strain data were recorded in terms of 
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volts.  The parameters used to convert the recorded data to the respective units are listed in table 

7.  

Table 7: Conversion factors or high-rate tension tests 

Parameter Voltage (V) Conversion Factor 

Displacement 1 1.5 inches 

Load 1 1000 lbs 

Strain 1 5,000 µε 

 

For the high rate tests, the strain gage signal conditioner filter was set to ‘wide band’ to 

maximize the band width for data collection.  The wide band filter selection resulted in more 

high frequency noise in the collected raw data.  An illustrative time-domain load data at high 

strain rate is shown in figure 14, which shows noisy high frequency components.  To reduce the 

noise in the recorded signal, the Savitzky-Golay smoothing algorithm of TableCurve 2D was 

utilized [36].  According to this algorithm, the time-domain data was smoothed by least-squares 

polynomial fitting across a moving window within each data record.  As a result, sequential 

internal smoothing passes were generated and reduced the extraneous frequency components 

[36].  Following the algorithm, the raw data was smoothed by specifying the parameters listed in 

table 8.  An illustrative time-domain load curve; after implementing the smoothing algorithm is 

shown in figure 15.  

The load measurement during high speed testing further suffers from signal modulation 

due to the presence of masses in the load train between the specimen end and the load cell. Thus, 

the load data recorded by the load cell may not be the true load experienced by the test specimen. 

The signal modulation is corrected in the frequency domain by using a transfer function 

generated using the signals from a known load pulse and the load cell. The transfer function was 

generated as part of an ongoing research program. In order to correct the test data, the time 
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domain smoothed load curve was converted into its frequency components utilizing the Fourier 

Filter algorithm of TableCurve 2D [36]. The signal was then corrected in the frequency domain 

using the aforementioned transfer function. The corrected signal was then converted to the time 

domain for further analysis. A comparison of the original smoothed load signal and the corrected 

signal is illustrated in figure 16. 

 

Figure 14: Representative time-domain raw data for NB321/7781 [0]4 specimens tested at 

50 s
-1

.  
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Figure 15: Representative time-domain filtered data for NB321/7781 [0]4 specimens 

tested at 50 s
-1

.  

Table 8: Savitzky-Golay smoothing parameters.  

Smoothing 

parameter 
Definition Value 

Window Size (n) 
Specifies one side width of the moving window  and 

smoothing level 
10~100 

Order Specifies order of the polynomial model 2 

Passes 
Specifies the number of sequential application of the 

smoothing filter 
2 
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Figure 16: Representative time-domain load (corrected) curve for NB321/7781 [0]4 

specimens tested at 50 s
-1

.  
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CHAPTER 3 

ANALYSIS 

The scaling effects associated with the strength of composites have been typically 

modeled by using the Weibull strength theory [16], which is also known as the “weakest link 

theory”.  Wisnom [4] has provided a detailed account of this theory in his paper. In view of the 

importance of the Weibull theory to the current work, the equations associated with this theory 

have been presented and discussed for completeness.  In general, failure of brittle materials 

initiates from a single critical defect.  However, individual small defects may combine together 

to form higher level effective flaws.  Therefore, larger volume of material has higher probability 

of containing higher level effective flaw, which results in decreasing tensile strength with 

increasing gage section volume [4, 13].  This theory assumes that the strength of a brittle 

material is controlled by the statistical distribution of the flaws.  According to this theory, the 

probability of survival, P(s), of a volume V subjected to a stress σ is given by [4, 16], 

P s  = e
[ V(

σ
σ0

)
 
]
 (3) 

Where, σo is the characteristic strength at failure, and m is the Weibull modulus [16].  The 

Weibull modulus captures the material variability, with low values of m corresponding to high 

variability in strength [4].   By assuming equal probabilities of failure, we may relate the 

volumes V1 and V2, of two specimens with failure strengths of 1  and 2 respectively, by the 

following equation [7, 22], 
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P s  = e
[ V1(

σ1

σ0
)
 
]
 = e

[ V2(
σ2

σ0
)
 
]
 

(4) 

After rearranging equation (4) the final expression becomes [4, 16], 

                                                    
σ2

σ1

 = (
V2

V1

)
- 
1

 
                                                     (5) 

Now, for a set of tensile test data of different gage volumes (i=1, 2, 3…. . n), if we choose 

V1=V0= reference volume, then equation (5) becomes, 

 

                                                    
σi

σ0

 = (
V 

V0

)
- 
1

 
                                                     (6) 

In the current study, the above equation (6) was utilized to quantify the magnitude of 

scaling effects at different strain rates in terms of the Weibull modulus.  To utilize the above 

equation with the experimental data, equation (6) was expressed in a linear form.  Taking 

logarithms on both side of equation (6) and rearranging gives [16], 

        Log  σi  = Log  σ0  – 
1

 
Log (

Vi

V0

)                       (7) 

To evaluate m, strengths at failure were plotted against volume on a log-log scale for each 

test speed.  A typical logarithmic plot of ultimate strength versus volume is shown in figure 17, 

which gives a straight line relationship of slope -1/m.  Using the Weibull modulus, one can 

quantify the scaling effects associated with different strain rates.  
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Figure 17: Logarithmic plot of ultimate strength versus volume.  

Although, the failure of brittle materials can be accurately described by weakest-link 

theory, an extension of weakest link theory for composite materials gives us more 

comprehensive idea about failure mechanism at the region of effective flaw under high rate 

loading condition.  In accordance to the extension, Rosen [14] and Zweben [15] has proposed 

simpler and easily interpreted theory, which was described in more detail by Batdorf [13, 19]. 

According to their theory fibers embedded in matrix treated as having a statistical distribution of 

flaws or defects.  They assumed that fiber supports normal stress only and matrix supports shear 

stress only, when load is applied parallel to the fiber direction.   

Based on their hypothesis, when the applied load increases, failure at the point of 

imperfection does not lead to global failure of the composite; because, the load previously taken 

by broken fiber is now transferred to the adjacent unbroken fiber(s) by shear through matrix.  

Away from the break, this load again transfers back to the original fiber via matrix.  This shear 

Log (σ0) 

Log (Vi/V0) 

Slope = -1/m 

 L
o
g
 (
σ

i)
 

Log (σ0) 

Log (Vi/V0) 

Slope = -1/m 
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transfer around the break results in less load carrying capacity at the failed fiber and more load 

carrying capacity at the adjacent unbroken fiber [13].  As a consequence, the stress concentration 

factor ci, increases in the fibers adjacent to the broken fiber and results in higher shear stress 

distribution at the matrix adjacent to the broken [14, 18].  Based on Van Dyke and Batdorf 

models [13], the qualitative normal and shear stress distribution around the break are shown in 

figure18 and figure 19, respectively. According to figures 18 and 19, the length along which this 

shear transfer of load occurs is known as the ‘ineffective length’ denoted by δ, and ci is the stress 

concentration factor in fiber adjacent to the break.   

 

 

Figure 18: Local load-sharing concept of fiber based on fiber strength distribution 

[Reproduced from 13].  
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Figure 19: Shear stress distribution in matrix near fiber breaks [Reproduced from 13, 14].  

The following development restates the work of Batdorf [19] as summarized by 

Reifsnider [13], for completeness. Batdorf [13, 19] assumed that damage in the composite due to 

loading results from breaks in the fibers and has termed this type of isolated fiber breaks as 

‘singlets’.  In general, as the load increases, the overstressed adjacent fibers will tend to fail and 

results in two adjacent broken fibers, which is termed as a ‘doublet’.  Now, further loading will 

give rise to more ‘singlets’, ‘doublets’ and then ‘triplets’.  As a consequence, a critical 

‘ ultiplet’ will occur and results in global failure of the composite [13, 19].     

Now, considering Weibull’s two parameter distribution, if a fiber is subjected to uniform 

stress σ over the length L (assuming unit width and thickness), the probability of failure P (f) is 

given by [13], 

                                  P  f = 1- e
[- 

L

 Lo
 (

σ

σ0

)
 
]
                                     (8) 
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where σ0 is the characteristic strength at failure, m is the Weibull modulus and L0 is the 

reference length.  At low value of σ, the probability of failure P (f) << 1, in which case we can 

approximate [13], 

                                     P  f =
L

L0

(
σ

σ0

)
 

                                           (9) 

Based on the assumption that the fibers support the tensile stress and matrix play the 

function of transferring tensile stress from one fiber to another through its shear stiffness, 

Batdorf [13, 19] developed the relationship between the expected number of multiplets and the 

applied tensile stress.  If there is N number of fibers of length L in a composite laminate 

subjected to rising stress level σ, then the number of isolated fiber fracture (singlets), Q1, is 

determined by [13] 

                            1 = N P  f = N
L

L0

(
σ

σ0

)
 

                                   (10) 

In the vicinity of singlets, the load carried by broken fibers is now carried by nearest 

unbroken fibers.  Now, a singlet becomes a doublet when one of this overstressed neighboring 

fiber breaks with increasing applied stress σ.  Assuming square array fiber arrangement, if there 

are n1 fibers adjacent to each singlet, the number of doublet formed from singlet, Q1, can be 

determined by following equation [13, 19], 

                              2 =  1 n1 (
λ1

L0

) (c1
σ

σ0

)
 

                                   (11) 
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Where, n1 is the number of fibers adjacent to each singlet, c1 is the stress concentration 

factor; λ1 is the effective length of the overstressed region and expressed by the following 

equation [13, 19], 

                                  λ1= (
c1
  1-1

c1    1 (c1-1)
) δ1                                                     (12) 

Generalizing these results, the number of i-plets can be expressed by [6, 13], 

                                 i 1 =  i ni (
λi

L0

) (ci
σ

σ0

)
 

                                (13) 

  where, 

                    i = N
L

L0

(
σ

σ0

)
i  

∏ c 
 n (

λ 

L0

)   
                                    (14) 

 From equation (14) we can see that a log-log plot of Qi versus σ for the i
th

 multiplet is a 

straight line of slope im.  A schematic plot of equation (14) is shown in figure 20 for several i-

plets while varying the applied stress level.  In figure 20 the trail of the failure line is the 

envelope of the lines generated from the various Q’s and the global failure stress is given by the 

intersection of the failure line with the horizontal line Qi = 1 (or Log (Qi) = 0).   
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Figure 20: Logarithmic plot of Qi against applied stress σ [Reproduced from 13].  

In the above figure, the envelope of the failure line is the bold line and the dashed line at 

the intersection of line i=4 and Log (σ) indicates the global failure of the composite, which 

means global failure occurs when the first quadruplet is formed (strictly speaking an unstable i-

plet, which would be a vertical line).  Therefore, the order of the critical multiplet tends to 

increase with increasing composite volume and results in decreased failure strength.   

Considering the above model, if the tensile load is applied at high strain rate, then the 

behavior of the larger volume of structure could be different than that predicted using small 

volume coupons.  In previous investigations, tensile test with different configuration of laminates 

at various strain rates (10
-5 

s
-1

 to 10
3 

s
-1

) has shown increase in strength with increasing strain rate 
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[8, 27].  Thus, at high rate tension test the behavior of the resins are much more brittle and results 

in significant increase in shear strength of matrix.   

In the current investigation, as tension tests were conducted to study the combined effect 

of scaling and rate sensitivity on the tensile strength of laminated composites, an effort has been 

given to qualitatively predict how the rate sensitive shear stress in matrix contribute on the 

tensile strength of composites by using the model explained above.  Using Hedgepeth and Van 

Dyke [13, 18] 2-D shear-lag approach, the ineffective length δ and stress concentration factor c 

was estimated for square array of fiber arrangement embedded in matrix.  The material 

properties and specification used in this estimation are given in appendix C.  For simplicity, the 

load, displacement and co-ordinates of the system was made dimensionless quantities.  Using 

these non-dimension parameters a relationship between ineffective length δ, fiber modulus Ef and 

matrix shear modulus Gm was developed, which is expressed by the following equation[13, 18], 

                                 δ = 2 (√
  Ef df d

4 Gm

) ξ                                          (15) 

Where, df is the fiber diameter, d is the fiber spacing and ξ is the non-dimensional 

displacement of the system.  According to equation (15), the ineffective length δ is highly 

dependent on fiber modulus Ef and matrix shear modulus Gm.  As experimental results show an 

increase in modulus for fiber and matrix with increasing strain rate [7-8, 27-30], the ineffective 

length δ will become lower in accordance to equation (15).  Since the δ becomes small the 

probability of critical i-plet occurring around the fiber break is also small and therefore results in 

higher load carrying capacity for larger volume of structure.    
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Taking the above hypothesis in to account, for analysis purposes, the matrix shear 

modulus Gm was increased up to a certain range to observe how it affects the global failure stress 

of the composite (see table 9).  In this case, the fiber modulus Ef was kept constant, although in 

practical sense fiber modulus also increases with increasing strain rate [27].  To find the 

ineffective length δ, stress concentration factor c for different i-plet till failure, and the global 

failure stress σu for the composite, a simple computer program was written using math software 

Maple-13 [37], (see appendix D).  The values of global failure strength at different matrix shear 

modulus and the corresponding graph is shown in table 9 and in figure 21 respectively.  From 

figure 21, it was evident that the failure strength of composite material increases with increase in 

matrix shear modulus, which qualitatively indicates that the failure strength of composites were 

rate sensitive.   

Table 9: Global failure strength of composite based on Batdorf’s model.  

 

 

Volume 

(in
3
) 

Global Failure Strength (ksi) 

Gm= 0.237 (Msi) Gm= 2.377 (Msi) Gm= 23.771 (Msi) Gm= 237.71 (Msi) 

0.393 364.19 466.01 761.16 980.46 

3.93 289.35 355.92 590.74 815.55 

39.30 191.16 296.02 448.17 604.52 

393 141.70 224.52 347.80 514.59 

3930 81.51 174.34 309.95 458.03 
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Figure 21: Representative plotting of global failure stress at different Gm.  

To predict the scaling effect, the analytical results were compared in normalized form.  

The normalized strength data are listed table 10 and the trend is depicted in figure 22, which 

indicates that the percentage of strength reduction decreases with increase in matrix shear 

modulus.   

Table 10: Normalized global failure strength of composite based on Batdof’s model.  

 

 

Scale Size 

Normalized Strength 

Gm= 0.237 (Msi) Gm= 2.377 (Msi) 
Gm= 23.771 

(Msi) 

Gm= 237.71 

(Msi) 

1 1 1 1 1 

10 0.795 0.764 0.776 0.832 

100 0.525 0.635 0.589 0.617 

1000 0.389 0.482 0.457 0.525 

10000 0.224 0.374 0.407 0.467 
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Figure 22: Representative plotting of normalized global failure strength at different Gm.  

In addition, the global failure strength values were used to estimate the Weibull modulus 

m as defined by equation (7).  A summary of the Weibull modulus for each Gm is listed in table 

11 and the trend is shown in figure 23.  It was observed that the Weibull modulus also increases 

as the matrix shear modulus increases.  This indicates that at higher speeds, there is a tendency, 

that scaling effect may diminish.  In this investigation, the analytical observation was utilized to 

verify the experimental results in terms of Weibull parameter m.  

Table 11: Weibull modulus m at different matrix shear modulus Gm.  

 

 

Matrix Shear Modulus, 

Gm (Msi) 
m 

0.237 7.16 

2.377 8.96 

23.771 9.25 

237.71 10.86 
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Figure 23: Representative plotting of Weibull modulus m versus matrix shear modulus 

Gm.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

All the T800S/3900-2B and NB321/7781 specimens were tested at quasi-static to high 

speed stroke rate.  The tensile tests were conducted under stroke control, even though a strain 

controlled test would have been desirable.  To achieve a particular strain rate, the required stroke 

rate was estimated using the stiffness of the specimen and machine compliance, as discussed in 

section 2. 4.  The stress/strain response of the materials at different strain rates was generated to 

extract the initial stiffness.  The values of peak load and measured cross sectional area of the 

specimens were employed in calculations of the tensile failure stress.  The experimental test 

results were used to calculate the Weibull modulus m as defined by equation (6 and 7).  

4. 1   Newport NB321/7781  

 Typical stress/strain response for 2-D scaled [0]4 fiberglass specimens, tested at different 

strain rate ranging from 0. 0002 s
-1

 to 50 s
-1

 are shown in figure 24(a)-24(b).  The curves 

illustrated in figure 24 at different strain rate shows that all the [0]4 fiberglass specimens exhibit 

linear stress/strain response till failure.  Since strain gages often disbonded from the specimens 

prior to final failure, the scaling effect at different strain rate was estimated based on 

ultimate/failure stress rather than failure strain [21].  The initial stress/strain responses at each 

strain rate for all the [0]4 fiberglass specimens were nearly identical, although the response for 

smaller coupons was slightly stiffer than the larger coupons (because of less probability of 

defects in smaller coupons). 
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Figure 24(a): Typical stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [0]4 scaled specimen at strain rate 0. 

0002 s
-1

.  

 

 
 

Figure 24(b): Typical stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [0]4 scaled specimen at strain rate 0. 

002 s
-1

.  
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Figure 24(c): Typical stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [0]4 scaled specimen at strain rate 0. 

5 s
-1

.  

 

 
 

Figure 24(d): Typical stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [0]4 scaled specimen at strain rate 5 

s
-1

.  
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Figure 24(e): Typical stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [0]4 scaled specimen at strain rate 50  

s
-1

.  

 

 The average longitudinal initial stiffness (modulus) values at different strain rate are 

listed in table 12, which represent the initial slope of the curves illustrated in figure 24 and valid 

for small strains (< 0.5%).  The values listed in table 12 indicate that all the scaled specimens 

have approximately the same initial stiffness (modulus) at certain strain rate and the values are 

slightly larger at high strain rate due to rate effect.  This signifies that the initial stiffness 

(modulus) of the [0]4 fiberglass specimens loaded in tension at different strain rate is independent 

of specimen size, which is consistent with the observations reported in literature [10, 20-22].  
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Table 12: Average initial longitudinal stiffness values for [0]4 fiberglass specimens at different 

strain rates.  

 

Scale 

Factor (λ) 

Initial Stiffness (Msi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50 s
-1

 

1 2.84 2.85 3.09 3.16 3.37 

4 2.49 2.8 2.89 3.02 3.14 

8 2.57 2.82 2.9 3.03 3.08 

10 2.56 2.75 2.88 3.02 3.09 

 

The behavior of tensile specimens has been characterized in terms of their failure strength 

and gage volume.  The average values of failure tensile strengths for fiberglass specimens with 

[0]4 layup sequence and different gage lengths, tested at different strain rates are listed in table 13 

and shown in Figure 25.  The strain rates associated with the data sets represent the nominal 

values of the strain rate experienced by the specimens.  Due to variations in gage widths of the 

specimens, the failure strengths are plotted as a function of the gage volume.  The data points on 

figure 25 represent the average value and scatter of three tests corresponding to each strain rate.  

From the figure, it is clear that the [0]4 fiberglass specimens exhibit reduction in strength with 

increase in volume, which is consistent with the observations reported in literature [4-5, 20-21].  

The test results for [0]4 fiberglass specimens also indicate an increase in strength with increasing 

strain rate for all specimen size, which signifies that the material is also sensitive to strain rate [7-

8, 27-29].   
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Table 13: Summary of the average tensile failure strength for the scaled [0]4 fiberglass 

specimens at different strain rate.  

 

Average 

Volume 

(in
3
) 

Experimental Failure Strength (ksi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

 Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5  s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50  s
-1

 

0.0425 75.09 81.65 88.80 91.18 104.33 

0.17 66.05 72.56 77.99 84.65 97.48 

0.34 64.03 69.67 77.15 82.18 94.59 

0.425 63.07 68.90 75.96 80.45 92.78 

 

 

 

Figure 25: Tensile failure strength for scaled [0]4 fiberglass specimens at different strain 

rate.  
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To estimate the percentage strength reduction for the scaled specimens at different strain 

rates, the test data are also presented in a non-dimensional form.  For this purpose, the average 

failure stress and volume of the scaled specimens were normalized with respect to the smallest 

coupon values.  A summary of the normalized failure stress at different strain rates is listed in 

table 14, which shows strength reduction with increasing specimen size.  However, closer 

inspection of the normalized data indicates that the percentage of strength reduction is lower at 

higher strain rate.  For example, at quasi-static strain rate the strength of the largest coupon 

decreased 16% as compared to the smallest coupon.  In contrast, at high strain rate (50 s
-1

) the 

average strength of the largest coupon was 11% lower than the average strength of the smallest 

coupon.  The trends of the normalized data is depicted in figure 26, which shows that the scaling 

effect tend to reduce at higher stain rates.   

 

Table 14: Summary of the normalized tensile failure strength for the scaled [0]4 fiberglass 

specimens at different strain rate.  

 

Scale Size  

Normalized Strength 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

 Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5  s
-1

 

 Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50  s
-1

 

1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

4 0.88 0.89 0.88 0.93 0.93 

8 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.91 

10 0.84 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.89 
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Figure 26: Normalized tensile failure strength for scaled [0]4 fiberglass specimens at different 

strain rate..  

 

To quantify the magnitude of scaling effects at different strain rates, the experimental test 

results were used to calculate the Weibull modulus m as defined by equation (6 and 7).  A least 

squares curve fitting method as described in earlier section (2.4.3) was used to compute the 

Weibull modulus.  A summary of the Weibull modulus m for [0]4 fiberglass specimens at each 

strain rate are presented in Table 15.  The data listed in table 15 shows increasing value of m at 

elevated strain rate, which indicates that Weibull modulus is sensitive to strain rate; as observed 

in section (2.4.3).  Thus, at higher strain rate there is a tendency, that scaling effect may 

diminish.  This behavior signifies that at higher strain rate the matrix (resin) material becomes 

more stiffer [27-32], as a result reduce the effect of scatter or flaws in fiber on the global failure 
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strength of the scaled specimens (i.e. reduce the zone of influence).  The trend of the Weibull 

modulus m at different strain rate is shown in figure 27.  

Table 15: Weibull modulus m at different strain rate for [0]4 fiberglass specimens.  

Material Stacking sequence 
Nominal Strain 

Rate (s
-1

) 
m 

NB321/7781 

fiberglass/epoxy 
[0]4 

2.08×10
-4

 13.21 

2.08×10
-3

 13.42 

0.5 14.88 

5 19.01 

50 20.24 

 

 

Figure 27: Weibull modulus m versus nominal strain rate for [0]4 fiberglass specimens.  
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The failed specimens were further examined to discern any differences in the failure 

modes as a function of specimen size and strain rates ranging from 0.0002s
-1

 to 0.50s
-1

.  Images 

of failed [0]4 fiberglass specimens are presented in Figure 28.  The failure mode of [0]4 fiberglass 

specimens was observed to be dependent on both specimen size and strain rate.  Failure at 

multiple locations, especially near the tabs, was observed for larger coupons at quasi-static 

speed.  In contrast, failure at multiple locations becomes more pronounced even in smaller 

coupons at high speed.  Closer inspection shows that the scaled specimens failed in a transverse 

mode and approximately 90
°
 to the applied load. The observed failure mode might results from 

the weave style of 8-harness fiberglass. 
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Strain Rate    

(s
-1

) 

[0]4 Specimens 

 

 

2.08×10
-4

 

 
 

 

2.08×10
-3

 

 
 

 

0.5 

 
 

 

5 

 
 

 

50 

 
 

Figure 28: Failure modes of 2D scaled [0]4 fiberglass specimens at different strain rates.  
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The stress/strain response for 2-D scaled [±45]s fiberglass specimens, tested at different 

strain rates are shown in figure 29(a)-29(e).  The curves illustrated in figure 29 shows that all the 

[±45]s specimens at different strain rates exhibit an initial linear stress/strain response, then 

rounded to inelastic response at about 0. 5% strain followed by a non-linear response till failure.  

For [±45]s specimens, strain gages were often max out due to high elongation or disbanded from 

the specimens prior to final failure.  Therefore, scaling effect at different strain rate was 

estimated based on ultimate/failure stress rather than failure strain [21].  The initial stress/strain 

responses at each strain rate for all the [±45]s fiberglass specimens were nearly identical and 

barely any stiffer response was observed among the coupons.  However, at higher strain rates, 

wave propagation was observed, in the non-linear region of the larger specimens.  This results 

from stress wave propagation through the specimen, which reflects at both end of the specimen 

[38]. By placing the load cell as close as possible to the specimen, this wave propagation effect 

can be minimized [38].  

 

Figure 29(a): Typical stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [±45]s scaled specimen at strain rate 

0.0002 s
-1

.  
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Figure 29(b): Typical stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [±45]s scaled specimen at strain rate 

0.002 s
-1

.  

 

 

 

Figure 29(c): Typical stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [±45]s scaled specimen at strain rate 

0.5 s
-1

.  
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Figure 29(d): Typical stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [±45]s scaled specimen at strain rate 

5 s
-1

.  

 

 

Figure 29(e): Typical stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [±45]s scaled specimen at strain rate 

50 s
-1

.  
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The average value of initial longitudinal stiffness (modulus) at different strain rate are 

listed in table 16, which represent the initial slope of the curves illustrated in figures 29 and valid 

for small strains (1%).  Average value of initial shear modulus at different strain rate are also 

listed in appendix B, which represent the initial slope of the curves illustrated in appendix D.  

Approximately, the same initial longitudinal stiffness (modulus) for [±45]s scaled specimens was 

observed at a certain strain rate, which indicates that the longitudinal modulus is independent of 

specimen size [10, 20-22] .  At high strain rate the values were also larger compared to quasi-

static speed, as observed in [0]4 specimens.  However, for [±45]s specimens the percentage of 

increase in initial stiffness at elevated strain rate was higher compared to [0]4 specimens.  At all 

strain rates, the maximum strain for [±45]s specimens was also higher than [0]4 specimens.  This 

signifies that the matrix-dominated layup is more strain rate sensitive as observed by Gilat et al.  

[27-28]. The strain at failure also indicates that the deformation in [±45]s specimens was 

governed by shear in the matrix.  

Table 16: Average initial longitudinal stiffness values for [±45]s fiberglass specimens at different 

strain rates.  

 

Scale Factor 

(λ) 

Initial Stiffness (Msi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50 s
-1

 

1 1.86 1.92 2.02 2.11 2.21 

4 1.78 1.87 1.91 2.03 2.19 

8 1.75 1.82 1.96 1.95 2.2 

10 1.77 1.83 1.9 2.02 2.13 
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The tensile behavior of [±45]s specimens has been characterized in terms of their strength 

and gage volume.  The average values of failure tensile strengths for fiberglass specimens with 

[±45]s layup sequence and different gage lengths, tested at different strain rates are listed in table 

17 and plotted in Figure 30.  The data points on figure 30 indicate reduction in strength with 

increase in gage volume, as observed in literature [4-5, 20-21].  The data points also indicate that 

the failure strength increases with increasing strain rate for all specimen size, which implies that 

the [±45]s specimens are sensitive to strain rate [7-8, 27-29].   

Table 17: Summary of the average tensile failure strength for the scaled [±45]s fiberglass 

specimens at different strain rate.  

 

Average 

Volume (in
3
) 

Experimental Failure Strength (ksi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

 Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5  s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50  s
-1

 

0.0425 33.50 35.69 37.41 42.31 46.39 

0.17 31.72 33.41 35.07 40.72 44.34 

0.34 30.12 32.37 34.64 40.65 44.14 

0.425 29.12 31.25 34.19 38.95 44.33 
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Figure 30: Tensile failure strength for scaled [±45]s fiberglass specimens at different 

strain rate.  

 

To evaluate the percentage of strength reduction for the scaled [±45]s specimens at 

different strain rates, a summary of the normalized strength and volume are presented in table 18.   

Closer inspection of the normalized data indicates that the percentage of strength reduction at 

higher strain rate was significantly lower compared to quasi-static strain rate.  For example, at 

quasi-static strain rate (0.0002 s
-1

) the strength of the largest coupon decreased 13% as compared 

to the smallest coupon.  In contrast, at high strain rate (50 s
-1

) the average strength of the largest 

coupon was only 4% lower than the average strength of the smallest coupon.  The trend of the 

normalized data is depicted in figure 31, which shows less scaling effect at high strain rate.  
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 Table 18: Summary of the normalized tensile failure strength for the scaled [±45]s fiberglass 

specimens at different strain rate.  

 

Scale Size  

Normalized Strength 

Strain rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

 Strain rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5  s
-1

 

 Strain rate: 5 

s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50  s
-1

 

1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

4 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.96 0.96 

8 0.90 0.91 0.93 0.96 0.95 

10 0.87 0.88 0.91 0.92 0.96 

 

 

Figure 31: Normalized tensile failure strength for scaled [±45]s fiberglass specimens at different 

strain rate.  
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To quantify the magnitude of scaling effects, the Weibull modulus m for [±45]s fiberglass 

specimens at each strain rate are presented in Table 19.  The data listed in table 19 shows that the 

value of m at elevated strain rate were much higher compared to [0]4 specimens, which indicates 

that Weibull modulus for [±45]s is more sensitive to strain.  This implies that at higher strain rate 

the resin behavior of matrix-dominated layup becomes stiffer compared to fiber dominated layup 

[7-8, 27-30], as a result reduce the scaling effect significantly.  Moreover, the scaling effects 

were relatively lower for [±45]s specimens since the load carried by the fibers is lower in 

comparison to the [0]4.  The trend of the Weibull modulus m at different strain rate is shown in 

figure 32.  

Table 19: Weibull modulus m at different strain rate for [±45]s fiberglass specimens.  

Material Stacking sequence* 
Nominal Strain 

Rate (s
-1

) 
m 

NB321/7781 

fiberglass/epoxy 
[±45]S 

2.08×10
-4

 17.42 

2.08×10
-3

 18.65 

0.5 26.24 

5 34.24 

50 47.39 
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Figure 32: Weibull modulus m versus nominal strain rate for [±45]s fiberglass specimens.  

In order to identify any difference in the failure modes, the images of failed [±45]s 

fiberglass specimens are presented in Figure 33 as a function of specimen size and strain rate.  

Similar kind of failure mode was observed for [±45]s fiberglass specimens tested at different 

strain rates, where all the specimens failed near the tabs due to constraint effects.  Under tensile 

loading condition, the fibers in [±45]s specimens tend to align with the loading direction and 

elongates more compared to zero degree fibers. In addition, the 8-harness weave pattern might 

cause more constrain effect and results in failure near the tab region. The failure modes exhibited 

no dependency on specimen size.  However, failure at multiple locations was observed for larger 

coupons at higher strain rate and may be attributed to stress waves generated by failure across the 

weakest section.   
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(1/s) 
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Figure 33: Failure modes of 2D scaled [±45]s fiberglass specimens at different strain rates.  
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4.2   Toray T800S/3900-2B 

 The representative stress/strain response for 2-D scaled T 800S/3900-2B [0]4 carbon 

unitape specimens, tested at different strain rate ranging (0.0002 s
-1

 to 50 s
-1

) are shown in figure 

34(a)-34(e).  The curves illustrated in figure 34 at different strain rate shows that all the [0]4 

carbon specimens exhibit linear stress/strain response till failure.  Since strain gages were often 

disbanded from the specimens prior to final failure, the scaling effect at different strain rate was 

estimated based on ultimate/failure stress rather than failure strain [21].  The initial stress/strain 

responses at each strain rate for all the [0]4 carbon specimens were identical, but unlike [0]4 

fiberglass specimens, no stiffer response was observed for smaller coupons compared to larger 

coupons.   

 

 

Figure 34(a): Typical stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [0]4 scaled specimen at strain rate 

0.0002 s
-1

. 
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Figure 34(b): Typical stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [0]4 scaled specimen at strain rate 

0.002 s
-1

.  

 

 
 

Figure 34(c): Typical stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [0]4 scaled specimen at strain rate 

0.5 s
-1

..  
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Figure 34(d): Typical stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [0]4 scaled specimen at strain rate 

5 s
-1

.  

 

 
 

Figure 34(e): Typical stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [0]4 scaled specimen at strain rate 

50 s
-1

.  
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The average longitudinal initial stiffness (modulus) values at different strain rates are 

listed in table 20, which represent the initial slope of the curves illustrated in figure 34 and valid 

for small strains (<0.5%).  The values listed in table 20 indicate that all the scaled specimens 

have approximately the same initial stiffness (modulus) at certain strain rate.  At strain rate of 0.5 

s
-1

 and 5 s
-1

, the values of initial stiffness were lower compared to quasi-static strain rate.  But, at 

strain rate of 50 s
-1

, higher initial stiffness values were observed compared to 0.5 s
-1

 and 5 s
-1 

strain rate, although, the values were approximately close to the values at quasi-static speed.  

This erratic behavior results from the aluminum tabs used for high rate test coupons.  To avoid 

slipping, unlike quasi-static test coupons, aluminum tabs were attached with the high rate test 

coupons.  Compared to fiberglass tabs, aluminum tabs were 3.5 times thicker, which might 

introduce stress concentration at the grip region and influenced the values of initial stiffness.  

Closer inspection shows that the initial stiffness (modulus) of the [0]4 carbon specimens loaded 

in tension at different strain rate is independent of specimen size as observed in fiberglass 

specimens and reported in literature [10, 20-22].  

 

Table 20: Average initial longitudinal stiffness values for [0]4 carbon specimens at different 

strain rates.  

 

Scale Factor 

(λ) 

Initial Stiffness (Msi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50 s
-1

 

1 23.89 24.83 22.08 22.85 24.53 

4 23.75 24.29 20.78 21.93 24.31 

8 24.1 24.65 21.27 22.67 24.24 

10 23.56 23.92 22.72 21.79 24.91 
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The average values of failure tensile strengths for carbon specimens with [0]4 layup 

sequence and different gage lengths, tested at different strain rates are listed in table 21 and 

shown in Figure 35.  The data points on figure 35 represent the average value and scatter of three 

tests corresponding to each strain rate.  From the figure, it is clear that the [0]4 carbon specimens 

exhibit reduction in strength with increase in volume at certain strain rate, which is consistent 

with the observations reported in literature [4-5, 20-21].  Closer inspection of table 21 and figure 

35 shows that the failure strength at high strain rate was lower compared to quasi-static strain 

rate, although higher failure strength was expected.   

As discussed before, this lower value of failure strength results from the aluminum tabs 

attached with the high speed test coupons.  For quasi-static speed test, fiberglass tabs were 

bonded to each specimen.  But unlike fiberglass tabs, 3.5 times thicker aluminum tabs were 

bonded to each high speed tensile coupon to avoid slipping at high strain rate.  The thicker 

aluminum tabs might introduce more stress concentration near the grip, as a result failed at lower 

strength.  To verify this observation, specimens with aluminum tabs were also tested at quasi-

static speed and a compared with fiberglass test results, as shown in figure 36.   From figure 36, 

it is clear that specimens with aluminum tabs failed at about 10% lower strength compared to the 

specimens with fiberglass tabs.  Considering the effect of aluminum tabs, the data listed in table 

21 indicates that [0]4 carbon specimens exhibit marginal rate effect on failure stress compared to 

[0]4 fiberglass specimen.   
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Table 21: Summary of the average tensile failure strength for the scaled [0]4 carbon 

specimens at different strain rate.  

 

Average 

Volume (in
3
) 

Experimental Failure Strength (ksi) 

Strain rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

 Strain rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5  s
-1

 

Strain rate:  

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50  s
-1

 

0.0305 448.27 450.13 402.19 408.53 410.33 

0.061 436.51 443.64 393.66 402.70 407.02 

0.122 430.46 433.50 369.72 388.94 394.47 

0.1525 372.17 375.50 356.06 385.43 390.96 

 

 

Figure 35: Tensile failure strength for scaled [0]4 carbon specimens at different strain 

rate.  
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Figure 36: Comparison of tensile failure strength between fiberglass and aluminum tab 

[0]4 carbon specimens at strain rate 0.0002 s
-1

.  

 

Although, the failure strength at high speed was lower due to aluminum tabs, the 

percentage of strength reduction for the scaled specimens at different strain rates can be 

comparable in a non-dimensional form.  For this purpose, the average failure stress and volume 

of the scaled specimens were normalized with respect to the smallest coupon values.  A summary 

of the normalized failure stress at different strain rate is listed in table 22.  Closer inspection of 

the normalized data indicates that the percentage of strength reduction is also lower at higher 

strain rate, as observed in [0]4 fiberglass specimens.  For example, at quasi-static strain rate the 

strength of the largest coupon decreased 17% as compared to the smallest coupon.  On the other 

hand, at high strain rate (50 s
-1

) the average strength of the largest coupon was only 5% lower 

than the average strength of the smallest coupon.  However, in comparison with [0]4 fiberglass, 

the scaling effect was not significant for [0]4 carbon unitape specimens.  Since the resin systems 
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are different for these materials, the 8-harness weave pattern of fiberglass material might dictate 

more scaling effects compared to unitape material.  The trend of the normalized data is depicted 

in figure 37, which shows that the scaling effect tend to diminish more rapidly at high stain rate.   

Table 22: Summary of the normalized tensile failure strength for the scaled [0]4 carbon 

specimens at different strain rate.  

 

Scale Size  

Normalized Strength 

Strain rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

 Strain rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5  s
-1

 

 Strain rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50  s
-1

 

1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

2 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 

4 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.95 0.96 

5 0.83 0.83 0.89 0.94 0.95 

 

 

Figure 37: Normalized failure strength for scaled [0]4 carbon specimens at different strain rate.  
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The magnitude of scaling effects at different strain rates were quantified by predicting the 

Weibull modulus m as defined by equation (6 and 7).  Least squares curve fitting method as 

described in earlier section (2.4.3) was used to compute the Weibull modulus.  A summary of the 

Weibull modulus m for [0]4 carbon specimens at each strain rate are presented in Table 23.  The 

data listed in table 23 shows increased value of m at elevated strain rate, which indicates that the 

Weibull modulus of [0]4 carbon specimens are also sensitive to strain rate.  Thus, at higher strain 

rate there is a tendency, that scaling effect may diminish.  In addition, carbon unitape specimens 

have higher values of m compared to [0]4 fiberglass specimens at higher strain rates.  This 

signifies that there might less scatter or flaws in carbon unitape specimen, eventually exhibiting 

less size effects compared to fiberglass specimens [4-5, 12, 14-15].   Moreover, at higher strain 

rate the behavior of matrix (resin) material becomes stiffer [7-8, 27-30], which might also reduce 

the effect of scatter or flaws in fiber on the global failure strength of the scaled specimens (i. e.  

reduce the zone of influence).  The trend of the Weibull modulus m at different strain rate is 

shown in figure 38.  

Table 23: Weibull modulus m at different strain rate for [0]4 carbon specimens.  

Material Stacking sequence* 
Nominal Strain 

Rate (s
-1

) 
m 

Toray T800S/3900-

2B unitape/epoxy 
[0]4 

2.08×10
-4

 11.312 

2.08×10
-3

 11.467 

0.5 13.49 

5 26.73 

50 32.05 
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Figure 38: Weibull modulus m versus nominal strain rate for [0]4 carbon specimens.  

The failed specimens were further examined to identify any difference in the failure 

modes as a function of specimen size and strain rates ranging from 0.0002s
-1

 to 0.50s
-1

.  Images 

of failed [0]4 carbon unitape specimens are presented in Figure 39, which illustrates that the 

failure mode of [0]4 carbon specimens was independent of specimen size and strain rate.  

Accumulation of cracks and fiber fracture was observed all along the gage length for all [0]4 

carbon specimens at each strain rate.  Thus, from macroscopic point of view, no significant 

difference in the failure mode/fracture behavior was observed between smaller and larger 

coupons.  
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Figure 39: Failure modes of [0]4 carbon unitape specimens at different strain rates.  
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The representative stress/strain response for [+45/-45]s carbon unitape specimens, tested 

at different strain rates are shown in figure 40(a)-40(e).  All the carbon specimens at different 

strain rates exhibited an initial linear stress/strain response, and then rounded to inelastic 

response at about 1% strain; followed by a non-linear response till failure.  Alike [±45]s 

fiberglass specimens, strain gages were also maxed out due to high elongation or disbanded from 

the specimens prior to final failure.  Therefore, scaling effect at different strain rate was 

estimated based on failure stress rather than failure strain.  The initial stress/strain response at 

each strain rate for all the [+45/-45]s carbon specimens were nearly identical.  In contrast to 

[±45]s fiberglass specimens, more stiffer response was observed for smaller coupons compared 

to larger coupons.  At high strain rate wave propagation was also observed at nonlinear region of 

larger specimens.  Due to inertia effect at high speed this stress wave propagates and pass 

through the specimen [38], which was also observed for [±45]s fiberglass specimens.   

 
 

Figure 40(a): Typical stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s scaled specimen at 

strain rate 0.0002 s
-1

.  
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Figure 40(b): Typical stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s scaled specimen at 

strain rate 0.002 s
-1

.  

 

 

Figure 40(c): Typical stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s scaled specimen at 

strain rate 0.5 s
-1

.  
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Figure 40(d): Typical stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s scaled specimen at 

strain rate 5 s
-1

.  

 

 

Figure 40(e): Typical stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s scaled specimen at 

strain rate 50 s
-1

.  
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The average value of initial longitudinal stiffness (modulus) at different strain rate are 

listed in table 24, which represent the initial slope of the curves illustrated in figures 40 and valid 

for small strains (1%).  Average value of initial shear modulus at different strain rate are also 

listed in appendix B, which represent the initial slope of the curves illustrated in appendix D.  At 

a certain strain rate, the data listed in table 24 indicates that the longitudinal modulus is 

independent of specimen size [10, 20-22].  At high strain rate, no significant change in initial 

stiffness was observed, although higher value was expected.  This lower value of initial stiffness 

might results from batch variation of the test coupons.  Similar to [±45]s fiberglass specimens, at 

all strain rates tested, the maximum strain for [±45]s carbon specimens was also higher than [0]4 

carbon specimens, as observed by Gilat et al.  [27-28]. The higher strain at failure indicates that 

the deformation in [±45]s specimens is governed by shear in the matrix.  

Table 24: Average initial longitudinal stiffness values for [+45/-45]s carbon unitape specimens at 

different strain rates.  

 

Scale Factor 

(λ) 

Initial Stiffness (Msi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50 s
-1

 

1 2.21 2.34 2.34 2.26 2.45 

4 2.19 2.35 2.38 2.34 2.3 

8 2.21 2.45 2.56 2.44 2.26 

10 2.03 2.1 2.33 2.48 2.17 
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The tensile behavior of [+45/-45]s carbon unitape specimens has been characterized in 

terms of their failure strength and gage volume.  The average values of failure tensile strengths 

for carbon specimens with [+45/-45]s layup sequence and different gage lengths, tested at 

different strain rates are listed in table 25 and plotted in Figure 41.  The data points on figure 41 

indicate slight reduction in strength with increase in gage volume at certain strain rate, which is 

consistent with the observation reported in literature [4-5, 20-21].  At strain rate of 0. 5 s
-1

 and 5 

s
-1

, the rate effect on the tensile failure strength was not significant, which shows even lower 

value compared to quasi-static strain rate.  On the other hand, at highest strain rate (50 s
-1

) 

significant rate effect was observed on the tensile failure strength of [+45/-45]s carbon specimens 

and more scatter was also observed in larger coupons due to stress wave propagation.  This 

erratic behavior might results from the batch variation in quasi-static and high speed test 

samples.  Taking this erratic behavior in to account, the data points at highest strain rate indicates 

that the failure strength increases with increasing strain rate for all specimen size, which 

indicates that the [±45]s specimens were sensitive to strain rate [7-8, 27-29].   

Table 25: Summary of the average tensile failure strength for the scaled [+45/-45]s  

carbon specimens at different strain rate.  

 

Average 

Volume (in
3
) 

Experimental Failure Strength (ksi) 

Strain rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

 Strain rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5  s
-1

 

Strain rate:   

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50  s
-1

 

0.0305 26.83 27.67 26.76 27.47 31.38 

0.061 25.86 26.34 25.77 26.22 29.98 

0.122 25.65 26.28 24.92 25.36 29.86 

0.305 25.55 26.24 24.89 25.05 28.37 
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Figure 41: Tensile failure strength for scaled [+45/-45]s carbon specimens at different 

strain rate.  

 

Considering the erratic behavior, the percentage of strength reduction for the scaled 

specimens at different strain rates was compared in a non-dimensional form.  The average failure 

stress and volume of the scaled specimens were normalized with respect to the smallest coupon 

values.  A summary of the normalized failure stress at different strain rate is listed in table 26.  

Closer inspection of the normalized data indicates that the percentage of strength reduction at 

quasi-static strain rate is lower compared to higher strain rate.  Based on experimental data, at 

quasi-static strain rate the strength of the largest coupon decreased only 5% as compared to the 

smallest coupon.  In contrast, at high strain rate (50 s
-1

) the average strength of the largest 

coupon decreased 10% than the average strength of the smallest coupon.   
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The percentage of strength reduction at each strain rate indicates that the scaling effect 

was marginal for [+45/-45]s carbon unitape specimens.  However at higher strain rate increasing 

trend of size effect was observed compared to [±45]s  fiberglass specimens.  Unitape specimens 

exhibited a more pronounced size effect at high strain rate due to the presence of free edge 

interlaminar shear stresses arising due to shear mismatch between the adjacent plies.  In contrast, 

the free edge stresses in [±45]s fiberglass specimens would be negligible owing to the fact that 

each fabric ply contains both +45 and -45 fibers, minimizing the stiffness mismatch and results 

in less size effect.  The trend of the normalized data is depicted in figure 42, which shows that 

the scaling effect tends to increase at high stain rate.   

Table 26: Summary of the normalized tensile failure strength for the scaled [0]4 carbon unitape 

specimens at different strain rate.  

 

Scale Size  

Normalized Strength 

Strain rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

 Strain rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5  s
-1

 

 Strain rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50  s
-1

 

1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

2 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.96 

4 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.92 0.95 

10 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.90 
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Figure 42: Normalized failure strength for scaled [+45/-45]s carbon specimens at different strain 

rate.  

 

To determine the magnitude of scaling effects at different strain rates the Weibull 

modulus m was computed by using equation (6 and 7).   A summary of the Weibull modulus m 

for [+45/-45]s carbon specimens at each strain rate are presented in Table 27.  The values of m 

listed in table 27 exhibited decreasing trend with increasing strain rate; even though, for matrix 

dominated lay-up higher value of m was desirable at elevated strain rate.  The decreasing trend 

indicates that the Weibull modulus of [+45/-45]s carbon specimens were sensitive to strain rate, 

which characterize the behavior, as observed in normalized data (see table 26).  Although, at 

higher strain rate the resin behavior of matrix dominated layup are stiffer compared to fiber 

dominated layup [7-8, 27-30], the free edge stresses becomes more pronounced in [+45/-45]s lay-
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up and dictate the values of m towards lower value.  On the other hand, in [±45]s fiberglass 

specimens each fabric ply contains both +45 and -45 fibers. As a result, the stiffness mismatch 

becomes lower between adjacent plies and results in minimal free edge effect. Therefore, scaling 

effect increased significantly in [+45/-45]s carbon specimens compared to [±45]s fiberglass 

specimens.   The trend of the Weibull modulus m at different strain rate is shown in figure 43.  

Table 27: Weibull modulus m at different strain rate for [+45/-45]s carbon specimens.  

Material Stacking sequence* 
Nominal Strain 

Rate (s
-1

) 
m 

Toray T800S/3900-2B 

unitape/epoxy 
[+45/-45]S 

2.08×10
-4

 50.5 

2.08×10
-3

 48.78 

0.5 31.25 

5 25 

50 24.63 
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Figure 43: Weibull modulus m versus nominal strain rate for [+45/-45]s carbon unitape 

specimens.  

The failure mode of [+45/-45]s carbon specimens were presented in figure 44 as a 

function of specimen size and strain rate.  Images of failed specimens show that the failure mode 

of [+45/-45]s carbon specimens was independent of specimen size and strain rate.  In [+45/-45]s 

specimens,  shear failure mode was observed and is same for all specimen at different strain 

rates.  At high strain rate, significant edge delamination was observed due to free edge effect.  

Thus, from macroscopic point of view, no significant difference in the failure mode was 

observed between smaller and larger coupons.  
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Figure 44: Failure modes of [+45/-45]s carbon unitape specimens at different strain rates.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5. 1   Conclusions 

The size effect and rate sensitivity behavior of Newport NB321/7781 fiberglass and 

Toray T800/3900-2B unitape prepreg material have been investigated experimentally.  Quasi-

static and high strain rate tests ranging from 0.0002 s
-1

 to 50 s
-1

 have been conducted on 2-D 

scaled rectangular tensile coupons.  The size effect and rate sensitivity of the materials was 

determined by closer inspection of failure stress and analyzing the normalized data.  In general, 

the tensile strength was observed to decrease with increasing gage length/gage volume, and an 

increase in strength was observed with increasing strain rate.  In addition, initial stiffness was 

found to be independent of specimen size, which is consistent with the observations reported in 

the literature.  The magnitude of size effect was quantified in terms of Weibull modulus m, 

which was found to be strain rate sensitive and was dependent on laminate type.  The test data on 

tensile coupons generated for this investigation indicate the presence of geometric scaling effect 

and rate sensitivity on the test data, which tend to diminish at high strain rate.   

The magnitude of size effect for NB321/7781 [0]4 and [±45]s laminates was observed to  

diminish at higher strain rates.  The average failure stress of [0]4 and [±45]s was observed to 

increase significantly with strain rate from 0. 5 s
-1

 to 50 s
-1

.  Increasing trend in Weibull modulus 

m, was observed for both [0]4 and [±45]s fiberglass laminates.  However, [±45]s fiberglass 

laminates indicated higher value of m  compared to [0]4 fiberglass specimens at higher strain rate.  

The failure mode of NB321/7781 [0]4 and [±45]s laminates, was observed to be dependent on 
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both specimen size and strain rate (due to wave propagation for larger coupons at high strain 

rate).  

The magnitude of size effect for T800/3900-2B [0]4 laminates was observed to diminish 

at higher strain rates.  The average failure stress of [0]4 laminates was observed to increase  with 

strain rate from 0.5 s
-1

 to 50 s
-1

, although the values were lower compared to quasi-static strain 

rate due to the use of aluminum tabs.  Increasing trend in Weibull modulus m, was observed for 

[0]4 carbon specimens at higher strain rate.  In contrast, T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s exhibited an 

opposite scaling effect at higher strain rates.  The average failure stress of [+45/-45]s was 

observed to decrease with increasing specimens size, as the strain rate increased from 0. 0002 s
-1

 

to 50 s
-1

, due to free edge stresses.   The failure mode of T800/3900-2B [0]4 and [±45]s laminates, 

was observed to be independent of both specimen size and strain rate.   

Increasing trend in Weibull modulus m, for both [0]4 carbon and fiberglass specimens 

exhibited good agreement with the qualitative observations based on Van-Dyke and Batdorf 

model. In contrast, [+45/-45]s carbon specimens exhibited an opposite trend, even though, [±45]s 

fiberglass specimens followed the trends based on the model. The Van-Dyke and Batdorf model 

was developed based on composite panels consists of unidirectional fibers embedded in matrix, 

subjected to remote uniaxial loading. The 45-degree fiber orientation (which produces combined 

biaxial and shear loading) and the presence of free edge stresses, which were not taken in to 

account for analysis, might be the possible reason for this disagreement and should be analyzed 

in the future. 
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5. 1   Recommendations 

 In future, the combined effect of scaling and strain rate should be investigated 

simultaneously for 1-D; 2-D and 3-D scaled models.  In addition, comparative study of this 

combined effect should be performed for ply level and sub-laminate level scaling.  Rate sensitive 

fiber and matrix material properties of these materials have to be generated at different strain rate 

to verify and quantify the obtained results analytically by implementing Van-Dyke and Batdorf 

model. As the model has some limitations to predict the failure behavior of angle-ply laminates, 

a finite element simulation can be employed to overcome the drawback.  Finite element analysis 

of test arrangement including scaled specimen should be conducted to identify any disparity 

between analysis and experimental observations and for further improvement of the test setup.   

The long-term goal of this investigation should focus on developing better understanding of 

failure mechanisms in composite materials under combined effect of scaling and strain rate, 

which will allow more confidence in design/analysis of composite materials, and structures made 

of them.  
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APPENDIX A 

SUMMARY OF PEAK LOADS, TENSILE FAILURE STRENGTH AND DIMENSIONS OF 

THE 2D SCALED SPECIMENS 

 

TABLE A1: NB321/7781 [0]4 SPECIMENS 

 

Specimen 
Dimensions (in) 

Peak Load 

(lbf) 

Tensile Failure 

Strength (ksi) 
Length Width Thickness 

FG-W05G2-0-5-R0.071 2 0.500 0.041 1503.40 73.88 

FG-W05G2-0-8-0.071 2 0.505 0.042 1626.52 77.05 

FG-W05G2-0-22-R0.071 2 0.500 0.041 1505.08 74.33 

FG-W05G2-0-2-R0.071 2 0.502 0.041 1686.60 82.96 

FG-W05G2-0-23-R0.71 2 0.503 0.041 1673.34 81.14 

FG-W05G2-0-12-R0.71 2 0.500 0.041 1661.29 80.84 

FG-W05G2-0-18-R1 2 0.503 0.042 1879.04 90.05 

FG-W05G2-0-5-R1 2 0.505 0.040 1771.05 87.02 

FG-W05G2-0-17-R1 2 0.502 0.041 1816.27 89.34 

FG-W05G2-0-2-R10 2 0.504 0.042 1872.57 89.53 

FG-W05G2-0-7-R10 2 0.501 0.043 1953.39 91.74 

FG-W05G2-0-24-R10 2 0.503 0.042 1926.10 92.27 

FG-W05G2-0-11-R100 2 0.504 0.044 2285.96 104.27 

FG-W05G2-0-10-R100 2 0.506 0.042 2216.84 103.57 

FG-W05G2-0-19-R100 2 0.505 0.042 2230.02 105.14 

FG-W1G4-0-5-R0.104 4 1.058 0.044 3153.60 67.44 

FG-W1G4-0-8-R0.104 4 1.050 0.044 2879.31 63.04 

FG-W1G4-0-18-R0.104 4 1.057 0.045 3189.77 67.66 

FG-W1G4-0-4-R1.06 4 1.051 0.044 3308.90 71.72 

FG-W1G4-0-14-R1.06 4 1.051 0.044 3365.27 72.77 

FG-W1G4-0-20-R1.06 4 1.050 0.044 3381.28 73.19 

FG-W1G4-0-16-R2 4 1.041 0.042 3385.22 77.43 

FG-W1G4-0-5-R2 4 1.050 0.043 3528.64 78.15 

FG-W1G4-0-15-R2 4 1.042 0.042 3389.83 78.39 

FG-W1G4-0-6-R20 4 1.050 0.044 3922.46 85.10 

FG-W1G4-0-13-R20 4 1.048 0.043 3894.49 86.42 

FG-W1G4-0-17-R20 4 1.035 0.042 3591.87 82.43 

FG-W1G4-0-4-R200 4 1.020 0.041 3928.05 95.09 

FG-W1G4-0-19-R200 4 1.010 0.042 4275.85 100.80 

FG-W1G4-0-12-R200 4 1.020 0.041 4037.33 96.54 
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APPENDIX A (continued)  

TABLE A1: NB321/7781 [0]4 SPECIMENS (continued) 

 

Specimen 

Dimensions (in) 
Peak Load 

(lbf) 

Tensile Failure 

Strength (ksi) 
Length Width Thickness 

FG-W1G8-0-12-R0.156 8 1.050 0.043 2854.40 63.96 

FG-W1G8-0-6-R0.156 8 1.041 0.044 3090.92 67.94 

FG-W1G8-0-2-R1.56 8 1.001 0.040 2645.70 66.91 

FG-W1G8-0-8-R1.58 8 1.001 0.040 2745.29 68.91 

FG-W1G8-0-17-R1.58 8 1.005 0.042 3059.66 73.18 

FG-W1G8-0-3-R4 8 1.055 0.044 3649.13 78.61 

FG-W1G8-0-7-R4 8 1.055 0.045 3655.03 76.99 

FG-W1G8-0-16-R4 8 1.045 0.044 3447.49 75.84 

FG-W1G8-0-13-R40 8 1.035 0.042 3583.57 81.85 

FG-W1G8-0-15-R40 8 1.040 0.043 3681.18 82.32 

FG-W1G8-0-18-R40 8 1.051 0.043 3704.84 82.36 

FG-W1G8-0-4-R400 8 1.023 0.044 4175.28 93.83 

FG-W1G8-0-14-R400 8 1.020 0.042 4031.83 95.25 

FG-W1G10-0-17-R0.178 10 1.051 0.044 2946.77 63.87 

FG-W1G10-0-12-R0.178 10 1.022 0.043 2623.55 60.40 

FG-W1G10-0-2-R0.178 10 1.043 0.044 2966.85 64.94 

FG-W1G10-0-11-R1.78 10 1.050 0.045 3269.40 69.50 

FG-W1G10-0-15-R1.78 10 1.040 0.044 3153.99 68.92 

FG-W1G10-0-5-R1.78 10 1.042 0.044 3130.47 68.28 

FG-W1G10-0-6-R5 10 1.065 0.045 3684.35 76.03 

FG-W1G10-0-14-R5 10 1.059 0.046 3538.65 72.96 

FG-W1G10-0-7-R5 10 1.058 0.045 3822.39 78.88 

FG-W1G10-0-9-R50 10 1.055 0.044 3654.24 78.72 

FG-W1G10-0-18-R50 10 1.055 0.044 3692.96 79.56 

FG-W1G10-0-4-R50 10 1.053 0.045 3921.78 83.08 

FG-W1G10-0-3-R500 10 1.040 0.043 4191.95 93.52 

FG-W1G10-0-10-R500 10 1.031 0.043 4090.59 93.35 

FG-W1G10-0-16-R500 10 1.010 0.041 3787.95 91.47 
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APPENDIX A (continued)  

TABLE A2: NB321/7781 [±45]s SPECIMENS  

 

Specimen 

Dimensions (in) 
Peak Load 

(lbf) 

Tensile Failure 

Strength (ksi) 
Length Width Thickness 

FG-W05G2-45-3-R0.049 2 0.500 0.0402 644.80 32.10 

FG-W05G2-45-3-R0.049 2 0.500 0.0402 698.64 34.78 

FG-W05G2-45-1-R0.049 2 0.517 0.0415 720.97 33.60 

FG-W05G2-45-4--R0.49 2 0.500 0.0425 729.50 34.33 

FG-W05G2-45-12-R0.49 2 0.501 0.0420 737.73 35.10 

FG-W05G2-45-23-R0.49 2 0.504 0.0413 783.39 37.64 

FG-W05G2-45-7-R1 2 0.505 0.0415 783.98 37.41 

FG-W05G2-45-5-R1 2 0.507 0.0420 784.64 36.85 

FG-W05G2-45-8-R1 2 0.505 0.0418 799.16 37.86 

FG-W05G2-45-14-R10 2 0.508 0.0430 866.22 39.65 

FG-W05G2-45-19-R10 2 0.509 0.0440 980.57 43.78 

FG-W05G2-45-22-R10 2 0.507 0.0440 969.91 43.48 

FG-W05G2-45-2-R100 2 0.508 0.0425 1038.83 48.12 

FG-W05G2-45-11-R100 2 0.505 0.0415 951.79 45.42 

FG-W05G2-45-17-R100 2 0.503 0.0412 945.74 45.64 

FG-W1G4-45-3-R0.08 4 1.000 0.0425 1277.20 30.05 

FG-W1G4-45-13-R0.08 4 1.021 0.0424 1473.21 34.04 

FG-W1G4-45-6-R0.08 4 1.021 0.0427 1352.74 31.05 

FG-W1G4-45-4-R0.8 4 1.012 0.0403 1285.60 31.50 

FG-W1G4-45-17-R0.8 4 1.028 0.0433 1554.58 34.91 

FG-W1G4-45-14-R0.8 4 1.021 0.0438 1513.71 33.84 

FG-W1G4-45-7-R2 4 1.035 0.0426 1466.38 33.26 

FG-W1G4-45-16-R2 4 1.012 0.0423 1460.86 34.13 

FG-W1G4-45-19-R2 4 1.051 0.0433 1721.70 37.83 

FG-W1G4-45-4-R20 4 1.018 0.0415 1649.09 39.03 

FG-W1G4-45-10-R20 4 1.031 0.0420 1783.07 41.17 

FG-W1G4-45-12-R20 4 1.011 0.0408 1730.54 41.95 

FG-W1G4-45-11-R200 4 1.015 0.0411 1778.33 42.63 

FG-W1G4-45-20-R200 4 1.010 0.0418 1948.47 46.15 

FG-W1G4-45-5-R200 4 1.010 0.0420 1877.18 44.25 
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APPENDIX A (continued)  

TABLE A2: NB321/7781 [±45]s SPECIMENS (continued) 

 

Specimen 

Dimensions (in) 
Peak Load 

(lbf) 

Tensile Failure 

Strength (ksi) 
Length Width Thickness 

FG-W1G8-45-13-R0.13 8 1.026 0.0420 1372.86 31.87 

FG-W1G8-45-9-R0.13 8 1.029 0.0417 1343.41 31.33 

FG-W1G8-45-4-R1.31 8 1.000 0.0425 1208.90 28.44 

FG-W1G8-45-5-R1.31 8 1.026 0.0442 1578.30 34.82 

FG-W1G8-45-15-R1.31 8 1.033 0.0435 1513.60 33.68 

FG-W1G8-45-2-R4 8 1.033 0.0435 1579.90 35.16 

FG-W1G8-45-12-R4 8 1.031 0.0425 1408.90 32.15 

FG-W1G8-45-3-R4 8 1.041 0.0438 1668.75 36.60 

FG-W1G8-45-7-R40 8 1.051 0.0438 1723.64 37.44 

FG-W1G8-45-16-R40 8 1.051 0.0439 1925.51 41.73 

FG-W1G8-45-18-R40 8 1.042 0.0440 1961.35 42.78 

FG-W1G8-45-11-R400 8 1.015 0.0412 1763.62 42.17 

FG-W1G8-45-10-R400 8 1.012 0.042 1895.64 44.60 

FG-W1G10-45-3-R0.155 10 1.018 0.042 1205.13 28.30 

FG-W1G10-45-6-R0.155 10 1.021 0.042 1284.02 30.30 

FG-W1G10-45-2-R0.155 10 1.012 0.043 1236.83 28.75 

FG-W1G10-45-5-R1.55 10 1.032 0.044 1321.50 28.88 

FG-W1G10-45-9-R1.55 10 1.040 0.042 1458.22 33.25 

FG-W1G10-45-4-R1.55 10 1.012 0.043 1377.30 31.63 

FG-W1G10-45-10-R5 10 1.025 0.043 1381.60 31.72 

FG-W1G10-45-14-R5 10 1.033 0.043 1561.83 35.16 

FG-W1G10-45-17-R5 10 1.042 0.044 1632.25 35.69 

FG-W1G10-45-7-R50 10 1.030 0.042 1601.30 37.02 

FG-W1G10-45-13-R50 10 1.038 0.044 1808.37 39.87 

FG-W1G10-45-15-R50 10 1.030 0.044 1794.80 39.97 

FG-W1G10-45-12-R500 10 1.049 0.044 2093.33 45.35 

FG-W1G10-45-8-R500 10 1.045 0.044 1942.48 42.25 

FG-W1G10-45-11-R500 10 1.050 0.044 2092.50 45.40 
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APPENDIX A (continued)  

TABLE A3: T800/3900-2B [0]4 SPECIMENS  

 

Specimen 

Dimensions (in) 
Peak Load 

(lbf) 

Tensile Failure 

Strength (ksi) 
Length Width Thickness 

TU-W05G2-0-2-R0.16 2 0.512 0.031 7470.80 466.18 

TU-W05G2-0-4-R0.16 2 0.513 0.031 7260.99 455.11 

TU-W05G2-0-8-R0.16 2 0.508 0.031 6647.89 423.51 

TU-W05G2-0-7-R1.6 2 0.500 0.030 6976.10 472.96 

TU-W05G2-0-10-R1.6 2 0.500 0.030 6398.04 433.77 

TU-W05G2-0-12-R1.6 2 0.499 0.030 6530.92 44.37 

TU-W05G2-0-2-R1 2 0.500 0.029 5978.60 40.81 

TU-W05G2-0-4-R1 2 0.499 0.029 5770.33 397.38 

TU-W05G2-0-10-R1 2 0.500 0.029 5815.78 401.09 

TU-W05G2-0-6-R10 2 0.506 0.030 6342.16 415.29 

TU-W05G2-0-9-R10 2 0.501 0.030 6086.00 408.05 

TU-W05G2-0-3-R10 2 0.505 0.031 6201.79 402.65 

TU-W05G2-0-11-R100 2 0.500 0.030 6076.23 411.95 

TU-W05G2-0-5-R100 2 0.500 0.030 6027.29 404.52 

TU-W05G2-0-7-R100 2 0.501 0.029 6043.28 414.52 

TU-W05G4-0-3-R0.19 4 0.505 0.031 6867.33 442.95 

TU-W05G4-0-7-R0.19 4 0.503 0.031 6481.19 422.46 

TU-W05G4-0-9-R0.19 4 0.506 0.031 6854.08 444.12 

TU-W05G4-0-5R1.9 4 0.508 0.030 6832.66 445.37 

TU-W05G4-0-6-R1.9 4 0.510 0.031 7265.80 467.10 

TU-W05G4-0-8-R1.9 4 0.501 0.030 6205.63 418.44 

TU-W05G4-0-4-R2 4 0.509 0.032 6374.73 397.59 

TU-W05G4-0-6-R2 4 0.510 0.032 6342.66 394.81 

TU-W05G4-0-3-R2 4 0.508 0.031 6119.24 388.57 

TU-W05G4-0-2-R20 4 0.506 0.031 6298.60 402.84 

TU-W05G4-0-7-R20 4 0.509 0.032 6348.70 418.06 

TU-W05G4-0-10-R20 4 0.505 0.031 6428.15 409.29 

TU-W05G4-0-8-R200 4 0.512 0.031 6654.13 415.22 

TU-W05G4-0-5-R200 4 0.513 0.032 6574.10 406.83 

TU-W05G4-0-12-R200 4 0.509 0.031 6316.62 399.03 
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APPENDIX A (continued)  

TABLE A3: T800/3900-2B [0]4 SPECIMENS (continued) 

 

Specimen 

Dimensions (in) 
Peak Load 

(lbf) 

Tensile Failure 

Strength (ksi) 
Length Width Thickness 

TU-W05G8-0-9-R0.24 8 0.509 0.031 6785.69 437.10 

TU-W05G8-0-11-R0.24 8 0.509 0.031 6847.83 441.10 

TU-W05G8-0-3-R2.4 8 0.501 0.030 6887.92 455.24 

TU-W05G8-0-7-R2.4 8 0.501 0.030 6208.06 420.05 

TU-W05G8-0-10-R2.4 8 0.500 0.030 6359.63 425.19 

TU-W05G8-0-9-R4 8 0.506 0.031 5855.48 375.72 

TU-W05G8-0-4-R4 8 0.506 0.030 5383.57 351.14 

TU-W05G8-0-5-R4 8 0.507 0.031 6008.90 382.31 

TU-W05G8-0-1-R40 8 0.509 0.031 5961.60 384.01 

TU-W05G8-0-6-R40 8 0.502 0.030 5905.16 398.75 

TU-W05G8-0-8-R40 8 0.500 0.029 5568.98 384.07 

TU-W05G8-0-11-R400 8 0.509 0.031 5959.31 380.13 

TU-W05G8-0-10-R400 8 0.512 0.032 6769.82 419.76 

TU-W05G10-0-2-R0.313 10 0.510 0.031 6251.87 398.01 

TU-W05G10-0-4-R0.313 10 0.509 0.031 5523.32 355.78 

TU-W05G10-0-9-R0.313 10 0.509 0.030 5552.02 362.74 

TU-W05G10-0-1-R3.13 10 0.507 0.030 5485.15 362.92 

TU-W05G10-0-6-R3.13 10 0.500 0.030 5948.14 398.80 

TU-W05G10-0-8-R3.13 10 0.509 0.030 5569.97 364.77 

TU-W05G10-0-9-R5 10 0.516 0.032 5892.65 356.87 

TU-W05G10-0-7-R5 10 0.515 0.032 6254.15 381.89 

TU-W05G10-0-11-R5 10 0.510 0.031 5208.39 329.44 

TU-W05G10-0-1-R50 10 0.505 0.031 6075.86 394.47 

TU-W05G10-0-3-R50 10 0.509 0.031 6170.20 389.78 

TU-W05G10-0-6-R50 10 0.500 0.030 5487.60 372.04 

TU-W05G10-0-8-R500 10 0.500 0.030 5616.12 374.41 

TU-W05G10-0-12-R500 10 0.503 0.031 6292.46 406.16 

TU-W05G10-0-5-R500 10 0.502 0.031 6006.76 392.32 
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APPENDIX A (continued)  

TABLE A4: T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s SPECIMENS 

 

Specimen 

Dimensions (in) 
Peak Load 

(lbf) 

Tensile Failure 

Strength (ksi) 
Length Width Thickness 

TU-W05G2-45-7-R0.046 2 0.508 0.030 412.00 26.68 

TU-W05G2-45-8-R-0.046 2 0.503 0.030 408.50 26.89 

TU-W05G2-45-11-R-0.046 2 0.501 0.030 408.80 26.93 

TU-W05G2-45-10-R0.46 2 0.503 0.030 410.60 27.12 

TU-W05G2-45-12-R0.46 2 0.502 0.030 418.00 27.76 

TU-W05G2-45-9-R0.46 2 0.500 0.030 420.85 27.87 

TU-W05G2-45-4-R1 2 0.501 0.030 406.25 27.03 

TU-W05G2-45-13-R1 2 0.500 0.030 407.73 27.09 

TU-W05G2-45-12-R1 2 0.501 0.030 386.77 26.17 

TU-W05G2-45-9-R10 2 0.506 0.031 449.64 29.13 

TU-W05G2-45-14-R10 2 0.507 0.031 434.66 28.11 

TU-W05G2-45-16-R10 2 0.502 0.030 380.46 25.18 

TU-W05G2-45-15-R100 2 0.510 0.031 504.06 31.58 

TU-W05G2-45-19-R100 2 0.512 0.031 496.59 31.39 

TU-W05G2-45-5-R100 2 0.509 0.031 493.74 31.19 

TU-W05G4-45-11-R0.063 4 0.508 0.031 406.60 26.16 

TU-W05G4-45-2-R0.063 4 0.502 0.030 385.20 25.58 

TU-W05G4-45-5-R0.063 4 0.507 0.031 399.50 25.84 

TU-W05G4-45-10-R0.63 4 0.507 0.031 402.20 26.01 

TU-W05G4-45-13-R0.63 4 0.508 0.030 409.60 26.70 

 TU-W05G4-45-7-R0.63 4 0.508 0.031 411.80 26.32 

TU-W05G4-45-3-R2 4 0.509 0.031 389.15 24.82 

TU-W05G4-45-14-R2 4 0.509 0.031 428.33 27.15 

TU-W05G4-45-18-R2 4 0.502 0.031 389.10 25.33 

TU-W05G4-45-9-R20 4 0.500 0.030 362.07 24.55 

TU-W05G4-45-20-R20 4 0.503 0.030 406.24 26.97 

TU-W05G4-45-15-R20 4 0.501 0.030 405.40 27.15 

TU-W05G4-45-17-R200 4 0.509 0.032 508.08 31.69 

TU-W05G4-45-5-R200 4 0.510 0.031 487.47 30.54 

TU-W05G4-45-13-R200 4 0.506 0.031 427.69 27.71 
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APPENDIX A (continued)  

TABLE A4: T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s SPECIMENS (continued) 

 

Specimen 

Dimensions (in) 
Peak Load 

(lbf) 

Tensile Failure 

Strength (ksi) 
Length Width Thickness 

TU-W05G8-45-1-R0.114 8 0.505 0.030 397.30 25.97 

TU-W05G8-45-11-R0.114 8 0.501 0.030 382.80 25.30 

TU-W05G8-45-5-R1.14 8 0.502 0.030 390.50 25.59 

TU-W05G8-45-3-R1.14 8 0.508 0.031 408.10 26.34 

TU-W05G8-45-13-R1.14 8 0.506 0.031 415.40 26.92 

TU-W05G8-45-1-R4 8 0.505 0.031 393.67 25.48 

TU-W05G8-45-11-R4 8 0.509 0.031 393.68 25.11 

TU-W05G8-45-12-R4 8 0.509 0.031 381.38 24.17 

TU-W05G8-45-14-R40 8 0.503 0.030 368.98 24.21 

TU-W05G8-45-10-R40 8 0.506 0.031 398.04 25.46 

TU-W05G8-45-18-R40 8 0.509 0.031 416.60 26.40 

TU-W05G8-45-6-R400 8 0.512 0.031 411.42 31.81 

TU-W05G8-45-3-R400 8 0.510 0.031 420.58 26.69 

TU-W1G10-45-8-R0.144 10 1.068 0.031 842.80 25.29 

TU-W1G10-45-6-R0.144 10 1.058 0.031 852.63 25.83 

TU-W1G10-45-1-R0.144 10 1.083 0.031 865.22 25.52 

TU-W1G10-45-7-R1.44 10 1.070 0.031 862.86 25.68 

TU-W1G10-45-2-R1.44 10 1.085 0.031 896.81 26.41 

TU-W1G10-45-3-R1.44 10 1.080 0.032 905.65 26.62 

TU-W1G10-45-16-R5 10 1.065 0.032 850.91 25.36 

TU-W1G10-45-18-R5 10 1.060 0.031 833.05 25.77 

TU-W1G10-45-24-R5 10 1.070 0.031 791.30 23.55 

TU-W1G10-45-4-R50 10 1.040 0.030 787.00 25.06 

TU-W1G10-45-13-R50 10 1.020 0.030 781.53 25.29 

TU-W1G10-45-4-R50 10 1.010 0.030 751.35 24.80 

TU-W1G10-45-5-R500 10 1.000 0.029 803.53 27.33 

TU-W1G10-45-12-R500 10 1.001 0.030 875.63 29.16 

TU-W1G10-45-17-R500 10 1.002 0.030 864.93 28.77 
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APPENDIX B 

SUMMARY OF TENSILE, SHEAR AND WEIBULL MODULUS OF THE 2D SCALED 

SPECIMENS 

 

TABLE B1: TENSILE MODULUS OF NB321/7781 [0]4 SPECIMENS 

 

 

Scale Factor 

(λ) 

Avg. Tensile Modulus (Msi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50 s
-1

 

1 2.84 2.85 3.09 3.16 3.37 

4 2.49 2.8 2.89 3.02 3.14 

8 2.57 2.82 2.9 3.03 3.08 

10 2.56 2.75 2.88 3.02 3.09 

 

 

TABLE B2: TENSILE MODULUS OF NB321/7781 [±45]s SPECIMENS 

 

 

Scale Factor 

(λ) 

Avg. Tensile Modulus (Msi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50 s
-1

 

1 1.86 1.92 2.02 2.11 2.21 

4 1.78 1.87 1.91 2.03 2.19 

8 1.75 1.82 1.96 1.95 2.2 

10 1.77 1.83 1.9 2.02 2.13 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 

TABLE B3: SHEAR MODULUS OF NB321/7781 [±45]s SPECIMENS 

 

Scale Factor 

(λ) 

Avg. Shear Modulus (Msi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50 s
-1

 

1 0.588 0.616 0.649 0.653 0.768 

4 0.569 0.61 0.619 0.646 0.747 

8 0.566 0.589 0.632 0.643 0.702 

10 0.58 0.586 0.647 0.603 0.687 

 

 

TABLE B4: TENSILE MODULUS OF T800/3900-2B [0]4 SPECIMENS 

 

Scale 

Factor (λ) 

Avg. Tensile Modulus (Msi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50 s
-1

 

1 23.89 24.83 22.08 22.85 24.533 

4 23.75 24.29 20.78 21.93 24.319 

8 24.1 24.65 21.274 22.67 24.24 

10 23.56 23.92 22.726 21.79 24.91 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 

TABLE B5: TENSILE MODULUS OF T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s SPECIMENS 

 

Scale Factor 

(λ) 

Avg. Tensile Modulus (Msi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50 s
-1

 

1 2.21 2.34 2.34 2.26 2.45 

4 2.19 2.35 2.38 2.34 2.3 

8 2.21 2.45 2.56 2.44 2.26 

10 2.03 2.1 2.33 2.48 2.17 

 

 

TABLE B6: SHEAR MODULUS OF T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s SPECIMENS 

 

Scale Factor 

(λ) 

SHEAR Stiffness (Msi) 

Strain Rate: 

0.0002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.002 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

0.5 s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 5 

s
-1

 

Strain Rate: 

50 s
-1

 

1 0.615 0.636 0.639 0.635 0.657 

4 0.623 0.658 0.648 0.649 0.617 

8 0.629 0.669 0.692 0.658 0.615 

10 0.571 0.603 0.644 0.674 0.633 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 

TABLE B7: WEIBULL MODULUS OF 2D SCALED SPECIMENS 

 

Material 
Stacking 

sequence* 

Nominal Strain 

Rate (s
-1

) 

Weibull Modulus 

m 

NB321/7781 

fiberglass/epoxy 

[0]4 

2.08×10
-4

 13.21 

2.08×10
-3

 13.42 

0.5 14.88 

5 19.01 

50 20.24 

[±45]S 

2.08×10
-4

 17.42 

2.08×10
-3

 18.65 

0.5 26.24 

5 34.24 

50 47.39 

Toray T800S/3900-2B 

unitape/epoxy 

[0]4 

2.08×10
-4

 11.312 

2.08×10
-3

 11.467 

0.5 13.49 

5 26.73 

50 32.05 

[+45/-45]S 

2.08×10
-4

 50.5 

2.08×10
-3

 48.78 

0.5 31.25 

5 25 

50 24.63 
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APPENDIX C 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND COMPUTER CODING USED FOR ANALYSIS 

C11: Material properties used for analysis 

Fiber Diameter, df  = 5×10
-6

 m 

Fiber Modulus, Ef  = 100 GPa 

Fiber Poission Ratio, νf = 0.22 

Matrix Modulus, Em = 4 Gpa 

Matrix Poission Ratio, νm = 0.22 

Matrix Tensile Strength, Xm = 0.05 GPa 

Fiber Volume Fraction, Vf = 0.5 

Matrix Volume Fraction, Vm= 1-Vf =0.5 (Assuming no voids) 

Longitudinal Young’s Modulus,                =52 GPa 

Transevers Young’s Modulus      
    

         
 = 7.69 GPa 

Poission Ratio, ν12 = νfVf+νmVm =0.22 

Matrix Shear Modulus,    
  

       
 =1.639 GPa 

Fiber Shear Modulus,    
  

       
 = 40.983 GPa 

Shear Modulus,     
    

         
 = 3.152 GPa 

Fiber Spacing for Square arrangement, a = 6.26×10
-6

 m 

Number of Fibers, N = 25400 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

Fiber Strengths for specimens with different gage lengths: 

Gage Length (mm) 100 50 25 5 2 

Weibull reference strength 

(Gpa) 
3.6 3.85 3.96 4.45 4.71 

 

Reference Length, L0= 100mm (Unit width and thickness was assumed) 

Weibull Modulus, m =14.83 (based on Weibull reference strength and gage length) 

For square array fiber arrangement: 

Probability of fiber break from singlet to doublet, n1=4 

Probability of fiber break from doublet to triplet, n2=6 

Probability of fiber break for triplet to quadruplet, n3=8 

Source: Exam problem of AE 853 (Advance Mechanics of Laminated Composites). 

Note: All the dimensions are in SI units. However, to ease comparison the final results were 

presented in United States Customary System unit in chapter 3. 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

C2: Computer coding developed in Maple-13 for analysis 

>  

 

 

>  

 

>  

 

>  

 

 

 

 

>  

 

>  
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

 

>  

 

>  

 

 

 

 

>  

 

 

 

>  

> for n from 0 to 1 do 

> for m from 0 to 1 do 

> q:=q+subs(xi=0,L[abs(n-m)])*u[m]; 

> end do; 

> p[n]:=q;q:=1: 

> end do; 

 

 

 

 

>  

 

>  
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

 
> for m from 0 to 1 do 

> q:=q+L[abs(2-m)]*u[m]: 

> end do: 

>  

 

>  

 

>  

 

>  

>  

 

>  

>  

 

> for n from 0 to 2 do 

> for m from 0 to 2 do 

> q:=q+subs(xi=0,L[abs(n-m)])*u[m]; 

> end do; 

> p[n]:=q;q:=1: 

> end do; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

 

 

 

 

>  

 

>  

> for m from 0 to 2 do 

> q:=q+L[abs(3-m)]*u[m]; 

> end do: 

>  

 

>  

 

>  

 

>  

>  

 

>  

>  
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

> for i from 1 to 3 do 

> lambda[i]:=(((c[i]^(m+1))-1)/((c[i]^m)*(m+1)*(c[i]-1)))*delta[i]/1000; 

> end do; 

 

 

 

>  

 

>  

 

 

>  

 

 

>  

 

 

>  

>  
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

 

 
Figure C1: i-plet ‘Q’ versus failure stress ‘σ’. 
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APPENDIX D  

REPRESENTATIVE SHEAR STRESS STRAIN PLOT FOR NB321/7781 [±45]s AND 

T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s SPECIMENS 

 

 

Figure D1: Typical shear stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [±45]s scaled specimen at strain 

rate 0.0002 s
-1

.  

 

 
 

Figure D2: Typical shear stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [±45]s scaled specimen at strain 

rate 0.002 s
-1

.  
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 

Figure D3: Typical shear stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [±45]s scaled specimen at strain 

rate 0.5 s
-1

.  

 

 

 

Figure D4: Typical shear stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [±45]s scaled specimen at strain 

rate 5 s
-1

.  
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 
 

 

Figure D5: Typical shear stress/strain response of NB321/7781 [±45]s scaled specimen at strain 

rate 50s
-1

.  

 

 
 

 

Figure D6: Typical shear stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s scaled specimen at 

strain rate 0.0002s
-1

.  
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 

 
 

Figure D7: Typical shear stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s scaled specimen at 

strain rate 0.002s
-1

.  

 

 

 
 

Figure D8: Typical shear stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s scaled specimen at 

strain rate 0.5s
-1

.  
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 
 

 

Figure D9: Typical shear stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s scaled specimen at 

strain rate 5s
-1

.  

 

 
 

 

Figure D10: Typical shear stress/strain response of T800/3900-2B [+45/-45]s scaled specimen at 

strain rate 50s
-1

.  
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